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17 Braai
And the people shall have a braai… On 24 September, 

National Braai Day coincides with National Heritage Day, 

a public holiday set aside for all South Africans to celebrate 

our rich and diverse heritage. For many stores, Braai Day 

has become the kick-off for their outdoor-living and 

entertainment merchandising and promotional programmes 

By Tarina Coetzee

22 Oils
All about oils. The cooking oil 

aisle is no longer just a place where 

customers expect to find sunflower 

oil and a small range of olive oils. 

They are looking for exotic oils 

such as sesame, flaxseed and 

coconut. Many of these oils have 

distinct flavours and properties 

that make them tasty and healthy 

additions to your customers’ 

cooking repertoire

11 Butchery
Meating the customers’ needs. The drought and resultant 
high meat prices, the fluctuating exchange rate and a general 
increase in food prices all affect your customers and when 
they affect your customers, they affect you. The latest 
release of Stats SA’s Consumer Price Index (CPI) unpacks the 
South African food basket to examine which items might be 
contributing to rising grocery bills 
By Tarina Coetzee

  3 On promotion
This month’s big theme’s are Heritage, Heart 
Awareness and Oral Health. Then again, on Secretary’s 
Day you can help a boss with gift ideas to show 
appreciation of his or her employees. Also look out 
September’s promotional calendar

  4 What’s new?
All the latest products, new variants and  
packaging changes

  6 Delight your customers
Don’t underestimate the power of the social media 
– but also don’t overestimate it. Young people on 
their phones don’t have happy or even contented looks 
on their faces. There is stress about being “liked” and a 
sense of emptiness inside, because nobody bothered to 
respond to their latest photo, post or tweet 
By Aki Kalliatakis

  8 S&R/Field Agent Barometer
House brands – yes or no? In a survey across five 
major retailers to understand shifts and behaviours 
around house bands among retailers and consumers 
alike, we looked at pricing, perceptions of quality, and 
consumer preferences and attitudes in response to 
retailer marketing strategies

  9 Loss control
The influence of data integrity on shrinkage 
control and profitability. Data integrity is of strategic 
importance here. It usually starts with administrative 
work on all phases of the retail operation 
By Dushan Janjic

21 Loyalty programmes
Consumer loyalty behaviour in South Africa. The 
face of loyalty is changing. Companies have started to 
veer away from the traditional points-based loyalty 
model as the key indicator of a loyalty programme’s 
value. The observed shift is towards personalisation 
By Hippo Zourides

24 Storewatch
Retail lessons from the platteland. In 2008 Albie 

Coetzer and Des Moller entered into a venture that 

made a mark on their lives and those of the residents 

of Malmesbury in the Western Cape (70kms from Cape 

Town). After three store revamps, the 3 500m2 store now 

has a 2 050m2 selling area to serve the local needs  
By Hippo Zourides

31 Industry news & diary
A collection of local and international items  
of interest to retailers, plus a calendar of upcoming 
trade fairs and events
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At Standard Bank, we know having the right partner 
makes a big difference in making sure you’re fully 
stocked throughout, that your stock is covered against 
any losses and that payments go through smoothly
and consistently. Our specialists offer meaningful 
advice and the right solutions to your business to 
ensure that your profi t margins increase while
your business expands.

standardbank.co.za

“How can you make sure
I don’t miss a single

sale this year?”
“By making sure

you’re never out of stock.”



Times, they are a’changing
Just as the digitalisation has had a major impact on the way one runs, markets 

and promotes a store and interacts with customers, it has changed the world 

of publishing.

Supermarket & Retailer has added two digital versions to its print edition, initially 

to improve and increase the distribution of our magazine, but also to take advantage 

of the rich interactive features that digital editions offer.

Our team has been working hard at making them easy to navigate and read. So, 

any comments you have that will help us improve them further will be appreciated.

The one digital edition is optimised for large screen devices – desktop and laptop 

computers and tablets, the other is for smartphones. The major benefit for both 

advertisers and readers is the interactive-pdf format that you download once and 

read wherever and whenever it suits you.

You’ll be able to engage with the content at a click of a key on your phone, 

computer or tablet. This is also a great value-add for advertisers, because readers 

will be a ble to click through to their websites, visit their social media pages or send 

an email by clicking on the live links in their advertisements. With time we hope to 

expand interactivity to give you even more information and extra features. 

The digital versions of the magazine will have exactly the same content as the 

print content, so you will not miss out on anything. An added benefit is the fact that 

you will be able to share you digital copy with friends, clients and other stakeholders 

via email. It is as easy as that.

But, despite all these developments, content will always remain king for 

Supermarket & Retailer. And this edition is no exception. In our Loss Control 

feature, we look at the strategic importance of data integrity, which starts with 

administrative work in all phases of the retail operation, such as ordering, receiving 

and storing. It sounds simple, but it can make a big difference when it comes to 

the bottomline of your business. Another factor that has a very big impact on your 

bottom line is your staff.

The hackneyed phrase “my staff are my most valuable asset” is not spoken lightly 

by retailers who truly believe that they place the proper importance on this vital 

area of their business. In our Staff Matters feature we give some tips on how to 

recruit the most suitable candidate for your business.

In our Storewatch feature, we look at the Spar in Malmesbury in the Western 

Cape. At a recent SPAR annual conference, a guest speaker from SPAR’s ad agency 

told the audience: “If I lived in Malmesbury, I would close down my kitchen. This 

store can supply all my meal requirements at all times and the quality is just as 

good as home-made.” How did the store earn such an endorsement? We give you 

the inside story.

We hear a lot about how tough the economy is and how customers have to 

tighten their belts to survive. In our Butchery feature, we look at how you can grow 

your butchery by giving your cash-strapped consumers what the need.

I am sure we are all looking forward to summer and, more specifically, being 

able to have a proper braai. On 24 September, we celebrate National Braai Day. 

It coincides with National Heritage Day, a public holiday set aside for all South 

Africans to celebrate our rich and diverse heritage. Braai Day is also a day on which 

families get together to enjoy the first days of summer. Spring is in the air and 

everybody is optimistic and ready for a new season. For many stores, Braai Day has 

become the kick-off for their outdoor-living and entertainment merchandising and 

promotional programmes. We give some ideas on how to cash in on South Africa’s 

favourite time of the year. 

Stephen Maister
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Spoil your secretary
Help all those customers wanting to spoil 

their secretaries with flowers, chocolates 

and other gifts – or maybe even a special 

bottle of wine to relax after a hard day. 

And remember that this is the one day on 

which a boss cannot send his/her secretary 

to pick out the gift. So to make it even 

easier, you can arrange for a special delivery 

to make the secretary’s day.

Bringing home the bacon
Who does not absolutely love the idea of a 

whole day just for eating bacon? Don’t run 

out of bacon and disappoint the bacon-

loving masses that will storm your store! 

There are many ways that you can turn 

this day into a profitable one. Get your 

butchery and deli to work together to offer 

a wide range of bacon products – sliced as 

well as whole (unsliced). Your home-meal 

replacement department can also get a 

piece of the action by preparing dishes

using bacon. Don’t forget to speak to your 

bacon suppliers for a special deal on bacon 

that you can offer to your customers for 

the day. Make posters, use your Facebook 

page and send sms messages to make sure 

your customers are as excited as you are.

Eating in front of the TV
I know I will be giving my age away now, 

but do you remember what a big thing TV 

dinners were when we first got TV in the 

1970s? We were glued to the one channel 

on offer in those days and we could not 

be asked to get up for a family dinner in 

the dining room. I think eating in front 

of the TV is as popular today as it was in 

those days. What you need to offer your 

customers on this day is a pre-packed meal 

that can be popped into the microwave and 

be ready in now time at all. If it is fresh, 

tasty and healthy, you have a deal – not 

only for the one day, but also for all those 

cozy nights in front of the TV to come.

An apple a day keeps  
the doctor away
Apples are among the most popular types 

of fruit in the world. They are high in fibre,

vitamin C and various antioxidants. They 

are also very filling, considering their low 

calorie content. Studies show that eating 

apples can have multiple benefits for 

health. They taste delicious on their own 

and are usually eaten raw, but they are also 

used in various recipes, juices and drinks.

Everybody loves  
cheese burgers!
Surprise your customers with a scrumptious 

cheeseburger for lunch on Cheeseburger 

Day. And also make sure that you have all 

the ingredients on hand for those preferring 

to make their own at home.
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ON PROMOTION

2 SEPTEMBER
Secretaries Day
International Bacon Day
5 SEPTEMBER
Cheese Pizza Day
7 SEPTEMBER
Salami Day
9 SEPTEMBER
Wiener Schnitzel Day
10 SEPTEMBER
TV Dinner Day
13 SEPTEMBER
International Chocolate Day

14 SEPTEMBER
Cream Filled Donut Day
17 SEPTEMBER
International Eat an Apple 
Day 
18 SEPTEMBER
Cheeseburger Day
19 SEPTEMBER
National Recycling Day 
23 SEPTEMBER
White Chocolate Day
24 SEPTEMBER
National Braai Day

SEPTEMBER 2017  
PROMOTIONAL CALENDAR

Chicken Month • Heritage Month
National Heart Awareness Month 

National Oral Health Month
24 SEPTEMBER
Public holiday: Heritage 
Day 
26 SEPTEMBER
Pancake Day
29 SEPTEMBER
World Heart Day
Coffee Day
International Coastal 
Clean-up Day



which is why a Fragrance Free variant has 

been added to the range. The Fragrance 

Free variant is built on a tried and tested 

formula of emollients, olive oil and vitamin 

A and E, blended in harmony to keep 

skin soft and supple through all stages of 

pregnancy and beyond. The existing  

Happy Event packaging has been updated 

for a contemporary new look. Even though 

the outside has changed, inside is the same 

trusted product that has kept moms-to-be 

moisturized and free of stretchmark for 

generations. For more details visit  

www.happyevent.co.za

So fresh!
Aquafresh has recently 

launched Aquafresh 

Extreme Clean Lasting 

Fresh, a toothpaste 

variant that is part of 

the Extreme Clean. 

This is premium addition to the range 

consists of two other toothpaste variants, 

two mouthwashes and four toothbrushes. 

The Aquafresh Extreme Clean Lasting Fresh 

toothpaste provides double the cleaning 

performance and a fresh feeling that lasts 

up to eight times longer. The paste has a 

unique formulation with zinc chloride that 

destroys bacteria, helps reduce germs and 

neutralises bad breath. This, coupled with 

special coolants in the paste, guarantees 

a longer-lasting fresh feeling. The new 

Aquafresh Extreme Clean Lasting Fresh 

toothpaste and the rest of the range of the 

Extreme Clean range of products can all be 

found at leading retailers and pharmacies 

countrywide. 

Cream that cleans everything
The All Purpose Cream is a brand new 

product in the Plush Supreme range. This 

cleaner truly lives up to its name and is 

specially formulated to remove all tough 

dirt and grime on all surfaces in your home 

including baths, showers, tiles, counters 

and floors. The Plush Supreme All Purpose 

Cream is available in four variants – 

Hello Jalapeño!
Jalapeños? Who doesn’t love Jalapeños? 

We do and apparently the rest of the world 

does too. Peppadew has extended its range 

of Mild Halves and Hot Slices to include 

Mild Cones for the ultimate versatility and 

convenience. Peppadew Pickled Jalapeno 

Mild Halves, Hot Slices and Mild Cones, 

available from leading supermarkets and 

retailers, are Kosher and Halaal certified, 

contain no artifical colourants and have  

a 12-month shelf life.

Jam-packed innovation  
from All Gold

Recent research conducted 

by All Gold highlighted the 

importance of convenience 

to consumers, leading to  

the development of the 

all-new All Gold Skweezi 

Jam range. With All Gold 

Skweezi Jam, you simply 

flip open the lid, tip the 

Skweezi and squeeze out  

the lip-smacking goodness. 

The child-friendly, hassle-free packaging is 

convenient to store and simple to use, over 

and over again.It is available in Strawberry, 

Pear & Mango, Apricot & Peach, and Mixed 

Fruit (pear, guava, plum, apple, peach). 

Available from all leading retail outlets, the 

recommended retail price for the Skweezi 

Jam Pear & Mango, Apricot & Peach and 

Mixed Fruit starts at R23,99. The Skweezi 

Jam Strawberry retails at R32,99.

Introducing a new arrival 
As a trusted 

antenatal skin 

product, Happy 

Event has been 

helping moms-

to-be prevent 

stretchmarks 

for over 50 

years. Different 

moms have 

different needs, 

Lavender, Potpourri, Spring Fresh and 

Lemon. It is priced from R21,99 per bottle 

and is available at all leading retailers.

Even the queen has  
to go twice a day
Cleanliness is the key to ultimate bathroom 

etiquette and brand new to the Plush 

Supreme range is the Toilet Cleaner! 

It cleans and freshens toilet bowls by 

removing all those unwanted stains, leaving 

it smelling fresh! Liven up your bathroom 

with the Plush Supreme Toilet Cleaner’s 

magnificent cleaning power, which is 

available in four fabulous fragrances – 

Lavender, Potpourri, Spring Fresh and 

Lemon. This product is priced from R19,99 

per bottle and is available at all leading 

retailers.

Keep your feet safe
Bata Industrials offers a wide variety of 

great quality safety shoes, work shoes and 

gumboots in South Africa. A modern shoe 

with a strikingly attractive design, the 

shoe is based on over a hundred years of 

experience. These shoes are ideal for the 

use in the following industries: electrical, 

engineering, government, safety, shipping 

and retailing as well as industries that deal 

with smelters, furnaces and high heat.
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WHAT’S NEW?

Our Mobi New Products site is 
dedicated to the latest in product 

and packaging innovation and sends 
a notification right to the palm of 
your hand as the launch happens.

Go to m.supermarket.co.za to see  
the products featured. A free 

subscription  
offers you the  

full functionality  
of the mobi site. 



Introducing the newest addition to our family. 
Happy Event Fragrance Free.

Happy Event understands that different moms have different needs.
That’s why consumers now have the choice between the tried and tested 

original formula, as well as the brand new Fragrance Free variant. 
The packaging has also been updated for a fresh new look. 

The formula still contains the same blend of emollients, 
olive oil and vitamin E and A to help regenerate your skin and 
regulate its moisturising process, helping consumers keep their

 skin smooth and supple through all stages of pregnancy.

www.happyevent.co.za

For more information on these and other quality brands, contact your nearest A.J. Nor th of fice:

Cape Town: (021) 532 2113 • Johannesburg: (011) 680 5210

or www.ajnor th.co.za
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I watch my children and their peers on 

their phones, I don’t see happy or even 

contented looks on their faces. I see stress 

about being “liked” (or not being liked as 

the case may be,) and I see a bleak sense of 

emptiness inside, because nobody bothered 

to even respond to their latest photo, 

post or tweet. It really distresses me that 

when we go to wonderful restaurants for 

specially prepared delicious foods, or when 

we are in a physically magnificent natural 

scene, or visit a world-famous site, or even 

when we spend time with people who 

just love us unconditionally, that the most 

important question is, “Is there free WiFi?”

When do I see joyfulness and delight?  

I see these when people are just hanging  

out with their friends and families, when 

they are actively participating in sports or 

Airports and plane passengers are 

a wonderful laboratory of human 

behaviour, perhaps because it’s not 

natural for us to fly in an overcrowded 

flimsy aluminium tube at incredibly high 

speeds and altitudes. 

It occasionally seems to bring out the best 
qualities in some human beings, but more 
often than not it brings out the worst. I 
don’t want to get into the discussion about 
how our airports and airlines are run by a 
bunch of clueless bozos that don’t seem 
to have any idea about human psychology 
and passengers’ needs. That is for another 
time.

But I do want to share one observation 
about people, electronic devices and social 
media. I’ve noticed that as soon as the 
flight lands, and while the plane is still on 
the runway, cell-phones come out and 
get turned on with the same obsessive 
urgency of a drug addict who can’t wait for 
his next fix. This is in spite of the fact that 
just barely an hour or two before those 
same phones were reluctantly switched 
off, having the latest updates from social 
media completed and responded to.

This short-term instant “high” – just as 
with other addictions – doesn’t seem to 
lead to much life satisfaction, but it’s a 
compulsive craving nevertheless. When

creative activities, when they are learning 

something new, when they have an 

exhilarating experience that they have 

never tried before. 

It’s enough to make me want to throw 

all electronic devices into the nearest 

ocean!

A young artist called Prince EA in a 

popular YouTube video says: “Did you know 

that the average person spends four years 

of his life looking down at his cell phone? 

Kinda ironic, isn’t it, how these touch 

screens can make us lose touch? It’s no 

wonder that in a world that is so filled with 

iPads, iMacs and iPhones, so may ‘i’s’, so 

many selfies, not enough ‘us’s’ and ‘we’s’. 

You see, technology has made us more 

selfish and separate than ever. Because 

while it claims to connect us, connection 

has gotten no better… Because while me 

may have such big friend lists, so many 

others of us are friendless, all alone because 

friendships are more broken than the 

screens on our very phones. We sit at home 

on our computers measuring self-worth by 

numbers of followers and ‘likes’, ignoring 

those who those who actually love us. It 

seems that we’d rather write an angry post 

than talk to someone who might actually 

hug us.” 

Very powerful sentiments indeed. 
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DEligHT YOUR CUSTOMERS 
By Aki Kalliatakis

When I watch my children and their peers on their phones, I don’t see happy or even contented looks on their faces. I see stress about  
being “liked” and I see a bleak sense of emptiness inside, because nobody bothered to respond to their latest photo, post or tweet.

Don’t underestimate the power of the social media – 
but also don’t overestimate it

According to the Keller Fay Group in the USA, 
only seven percent of word of mouth on any 
topic happens online.



 but that’s not always the case. It’s true 

that online conversations could reach more 

people. After all, face-to-face conversations 

tend to be one-on-one, or among a 

small handful of people, but the average 

Facebook or Twitter update is sent to more 

than one hundred people. But because we 

are inundated with too much content, we 

simply don’t have the time or inclination 

to read every message, tweet or update. 

Not all of these potential recipients will 

actually see every message – unless it 

goes viral. We may live in an age of media 

overstimulation, but we do have a choice.

Let me end with another profound 

quotation from Prince EA: “Call me crazy 

but I imagine a world when we smile 

when we have low batteries – because 

that means we will be one bar closer to 

humanity.”

Aki Kalliatakis is the 
managing partner of The 
Leadership LaunchPad, a 
company dedicated to 
helping clients become 
more customer driven. 
He can be contacted at 
(011) 640 3958, or via 
the website at www.
leadershiplaunchpad.co.za

I know that as an old man who was 

brought up in the space age that I don’t 

“get it”. I also accept that the future will 

prominently include all electronic devices, 

the internet of things, robots and artificial 

intelligence, and an electronic shadow for 

every human being from the day that they 

are born. I know that most jobs will not be 

able to operate without some knowledge 

of computers, and those who don’t get into 

the world of the internet and what it offers 

will lag behind. 

I’m also not going to underestimate the 

power of customers to do a vast amount 

of damage to a business with just one post 

that took a few seconds to write and send. 

This is a reality, although it saddens me 

that many customers only use this option 

when they have already tried to be in touch 

with a business, but were ignored. What 

should have been a private conversation is 

now very public.

But I’m also convinced that this 

infatuated preoccupation with being in 

touch via devices will one day be frowned 

upon in polite society, and be viewed in the 

same way we regard narcotics, cigarettes, 

drunk driving and excessive sugar intake 

now. 

After years of denial, all the key business 

players in these industries were forced to 

comply with societal norms and laws that 

restricted their use – in some cases quite 

severely. Clearly society will fall apart if we 

all participate in this “pageantry of vanity 

in this form of digital insanity” as one 

author put it.

You see, what gives me hope – apart 

from the limitless potential of the human 

spirit to eventually do what is right – is 

that there is also some research conducted 

by the Keller Fay Group in the USA that 

tries to answer the question, “What 

percentage of word of mouth happens 

online?”

Most people say about 50%, and that 

sounds about right. But 50% is wrong – not 

even close. The actual number is 7 percent. 

Not 47 percent, not 27 percent, but 7 per-

cent. Only 7 percent of word of mouth on 

any topic happens online.

We forget that people also spend a lot 

of time offline. More than eight times as 

much, in fact. And that creates a lot more 

time for offline conversations. We also tend 

to overestimate online word of mouth 

because it’s easier to see. You may think 

that online chatter reaches more people,
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We surveyed 100 random recipients, 

evenly spread across five supermarket 

chains in South Africa and Namibia (see 

map). We asked consumers to identify, 

price and photograph a house brand. We 

then asked them to identify the highest 

and lowest pricing in that category, and 

give further insight of their own personal 

preferences and decisions.

Although Shoprite (Ritebrand) and 

Checkers (Housebrand) prices appear to 

be the lowest, the Woolworths brands are 

perceived as being at a lower price point 

than what our data showed. The Spar brand 

appeared to have been the most promoted 

and amongst those surveyed, had the 

highest favourability of house brands with 

a score of 8,55/10. Spar and Shoprite 

consumers were found to be most likely to 

switch to house brands during challenging 

financial times.

Shoprite,Spar and Woolworths had 

the highest proportion of housebrand 

spend. The highest perceived growth 

since last year was considered to be in 

the Woolworths brands. Woolworths 

consumers were surveyed as most likely 

to select a house brand over any other 

brand under equal pricing, and 95% of 

Woolworths consumers considered their 

brand to be superior to other brands. Pick 

n Pay, Shoprite, and Woolworths were 

considered to have the highest proportions 

of house brands among those consumers 

surveyed.

For more information, email us at:  
client@fieldagentsa.com.

Initially, house brands were produced with 

minimal packaging and marketing costs 

and were considered to be cheaper than 

other mainstream brands. In recent times, 

house brands have become more expensive 

as retailers focus on higher quality and 

increased market share.

In July, Field Agent assigned a survey 

across five major retailers. We wanted 

to understand shifts and behaviours 

around house bands among retailers and 

consumers alike. We looked at pricing, 

perceptions of quality, and consumer 

preferences and attitudes in response to 

retailer marketing strategies.

Crowdsourcing via smartphones provides 

an unbiased, real-time understanding of 

consumer shopping habits and frustrations, 

assisting retailers to focus on relevant 

operational issues and reinforce customer 

loyalty and shopper satisfaction. Feedback 

is collected through photos, videos, audio, 

timers and barcode scanners, capturing 

consumer insights instantly.

Successful product positioning of house 

brands can maximise margins, minimise 

supply risk and increase market share.

By investing more in the marketing 

of house brands, retailers can improve 

consumer perceptions of quality, while 

maintaining the overriding tradition of 

value, and in so doing, further lock in 

consumer spending. Understanding the 

latest trends and perceptions can play an 

important role in finding that “edge” to 

consumer satisfaction, and retention.
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S&R/FIELD AGENT BAROMETER 
S&R HOuSE BRANDS BAROMETER  
House brands – yes or no?
A house brand is defined as a brand name used by a retailer for a product or product 

line that is made specifically for or by the retailer. We also refer to these as “no-name 

brands”. 
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Categories Checkers Pick n Pay Shoprite Spar Woolworths

Canned corn, beans 
& Tomato

Lower Higher Lower 0 0

Cleaners & bleaches Lower Lower Lower 0 Higher

Milk Lower Lower Lower Higher 0

Peanut butter Lower Lower Lower 0 Higher

Rusks & biscuits Lower Higher Higher 0 0

Teas Lower 0 0 Higher Higher

White sugar Higher Lower 0 Lower Higher

Housebrand pricing versus average category pricing per unit  – some sampled products



It is difficult to obtain full profitability 

for a retail store without the 

proper observation of shrinkage 

and understanding the necessity of 

shrinkage control.

Data integrity is of strategic importance 

here. It usually starts with administrative 

work on all phases of the retail operation, 

such as ordering, receiving, storing, 

receiving (and GRV, goods received 

voucher; or GRN, goods received note;  

or simply the supplier’s invoice being 

captured in the back office).

When considering data integrity, the 

shop owner must first think logically 

and then install “fancy-sophisticated” 

technological upgrades such as a fancy 

camera system, new technology hand 

terminals, various types of alarms, sensors, 

etc. Even new technologies can improve 

and help, but never allow the illusion of 

new attractive “scientific” propaganda 

texts of computer programing or security 

companies blur your basic and fundamental 

principles of retail operations.

In addition to records of purchases and 

sales, an important part of data integrity is 

the state of inventory and working capital 

(stock) expressed in both quantity and 

monetary value.

In this article we will try to focus on 

stock control or stock-file audit as an 

integral part of data integrity. Anyone can 

take stock, but not anyone can do a proper 

and quality stock-file audit (that includes 

stock count, stock-file maintenance, data 

capturing, comparing adjustment reports, 

finding GRV errors, indication of cashier’s 

misuse of codes, expired or damaged stock, 

items not scanning, items selling at the 

wrong price and generating useful and 

necessary reports) and achieve the highest 

possible level of data integrity.

Stock take is almost always never a good 

experience – often perceived as a formality 

and unnecessary hassle – and it usually 

bringing us bad news. It is time consuming 

and labour intensive. Everyone is trying 

to find an easier way to do it with new 

technologies such as hand terminals,  

but forget that someone still needs to

physically do the counting and the 
capturing – maybe not on a computer in 
the back office but on a hand terminal, that 
still has to be downloaded.

Unfortunately we don’t yet have a 
Harry Potter magic wand to sort out stock 
control. Basic principles of stock take 
should never be overlooked because of new 
technologies.

From my point of view, a stock-file 
audit (stock take) is the starting point, 
as everything concerning profitability 
starts there. It is like if you want to go 
somewhere and want to decide which 
direction to go. You will always choose the 
wrong direction if you do not know where 
you are – your starting point. Therefore, all 
stock-file audit findings are the conditions 
that we have to deal with in order to 
achieve the desired result.

Actually, after stock take, the owner – 
and not just the manager – has to do an 
additional audit on the stock-file audit 
reports. Some of the answers and reports 
we get from stock file audit analysis:

■ Opening stock-on-hand value and 
number of items for that value 
(reconcile quantity and value)

■ Closing stock-on-hand value and 
number of items for that value 
(reconcile value and quantities between 
opening and closing reports)

■ Opening negative stock, closing negative 

stock. Sometimes in our practice we 

found unreasonable requests from 

the owners asking their managers to 

clear negative stock on a daily basis. 

Of course, we’re not talking about 

allowing negligence at work, but if the 

stock file is relatively balanced and on 

a high integrity state, negative stock 

analysed weekly or at least monthly, 

can be a very valuable report as it tells 

us when a GRV was wrongly captured, 

where miscounts occur or, even more 

dangerous, when a cashier is misusing 

selling codes. It allows us to take 

corrective steps early and prevent higher 

damages.

■ What and how many are active/passive 

line items in the stock file

■ How many discontinued items

■ How many new items are selling

■ How many active line items are in file at 

zero cost

■ How many items have too low or too 

high a selling price (wrong margin)

■ Expired line items on the shelves

■ Damaged line items and possible causes

■ Items not scanning

■ How many refunds or voids are done  

in month
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The influence of data integrity  
on shrinkage control and profitability
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and quickly. That is the only way to run  
a retail business successfully.

The biggest problem here is that 
owners are entirely dependent on the 
honesty and skill of their managers to give 
them these reports. The most successful 
retail businesses are where owners take 
part in the stock-file audit activities, or 
they at least analyse it by priorities and 
importance.

We have to ask ourselves what are the 
reasons that some companies and their 
employees or managers despise stock 
control and activities that help us to 
achieve a high level of data integrity.

Stock-file audit reports that indicate the 
existence of potential fraud should raise red 
flags. Red flags are usually raised to blame 
someone else and, very often, focus are on 
mistakes made by the supplier or external 
stocktaking company, but what should be 
the main concern is somehow ignored.

Owners should never allow bad service 
from external service providers but, at the 
same time, they should be careful not to 
fall into the manager’s trap of redirecting 
attention and polishing reports in order to 
show themselves as good performers – or 
do they have some other ideas, even more 
damaging to your retail business?

Most unscrupulous managers have 
“control problems” and issues around it 
and tend to take most of the independent 
controlling mechanisms out of their way 
or choose an independent one they can 
manipulate and control.

“When it comes to money then everyone 
is in the same faith” (Voltaire, letter to Miss 
d’Epinol – 1760).

Experience shows that cases of  
high-value fraud often include fraudulent 
activities whose damage was low in 
individual values (such as gas bottles sales). 

■ How many items are on  

short selling codes and why

■ Adjustment report  

per line items,  

department,  

stock-take sheets

■ Best and worst  

sellers (e.g. 200  

top line items and  

worst 200 sellers)

■ Items not sold for  

e.g. last three months

■ Number of times the cash  

register drawer was opened but a sale 

did not take place

■ Positive adjustment and why it occurs

■ Is any negative GRV done and why?

■ Filter line items per margin less than 

20% or higher than 40% to see if you 

are not overcharging or undercharging 

customers (many new owners believe 

that if an item is marked up by 25%, 

the result will be a 25% GP on income, 

where a 25% mark-up only gives a 

margin of 20%)

■ Reconcile your waste and write-offs

■ Check consignment stock with credit 

notes and delivery notes when you pay 

the supplier after stock is received, as 

that can inflate your stock value

■ Filter all items with a low cost from the 

file and check if your records show you 

are selling more than you are receiving 

(e.g. chappies, loose sweets)

■ Some unusual differences in average 

basket per shift, specific day on the 

week, or only for specific cashier etc.

Those are some of the useful exception 

reports what will make an owner much 

more successful than the owner who does 

not ask such questions after each stock-file 

audit.

To be able to do this, you as the owner or 

manager must have good back-office retail 

computer software. We are always very 

surprised when, in our practice, we find that 

even huge reputable retailers do not have, 

or do not allow managers or franchisees to 

print, detailed transaction sales lists.

Such a practice can unfortunately not 

contribute to the successful running of a 

retail store. You should be able to get any 

report (as mentioned above and more) 

from your stock-file software system easily

Over some time perpetrators of fraud 

continue without consequence and that 

result in increasing numbers of fraudulent 

activities, to larger amounts and, ultimately, 

to scams of large proportions.

Early red flags are like fingerprints 

in crime investigations that help us to 

indicate possible negligence or fraud. It 

is remarkable how many early-warning 

signs helped wise and proactive owners 

to prevent huge losses in their retail 

businesses.

For better visualisation and 

understanding of this article, it is important 

to try and make a connection with texts of 

our articles from November 2016, January, 

April and June 2017.

A low-quality, incomplete stock-file 

audit, or not doing stock take at all, 

produce the perfect environment that 

allows concealment of losses and may 

result in unrealistic financial reports and 

inadequate tax returns – not necessarily 

damaging SARS, but the business itself.

Non-disclosure of errors will result 

in overvalued stock, underestimated 

expenses and overstated profit. Conversely, 

the non-disclosure of surpluses will in 

effect underestimate the value of stock, 

undervalued income and undervalued 

profit.

It is impossible to build a repressive 

method that would prevent criminal 

offenses within the retail environment. For 

that reason, it is important to permanently 

evaluate data integrity – and the stock file 

as part of it – and to analyse its relation to 

the level of concentration of functions in 

each operational phase of our retail store.

Janjic’s business, INVESTIGATION PRACTICE 
INTERNATIONAL, supplies retail shrinkage control 
services and he can be contacted on 083 4474 223 
or ipid@iafrica.com
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Meating the 
customers’ 
needs
There is a lot of talk about the drought 

and resultant high meat prices, the 

fluctuating exchange rate and a general 

increase in food prices.

All these factors affect your customers 

and when they affect your customers, they 

affect you.

The latest release of Stats SA’s Consumer 

Price Index (CPI) unpacks the South African 

food basket to examine which items might 

be contributing to rising grocery bills.

Imagine a basket sitting in front you, 

filled with a range of food items. Imagine 

that these items represent what the 

average South African household buys. If 

we consider price changes of all the items 

in the basket, 

South African consumers paid an average 

of 9,8% more for the basket in March 2016 

than they did in March 2015. This rise is the 

highest monthly year-on-year rise in food 

prices since February 2012.

All the doom and gloom most certainly 

affects the retail butchery. But with hard 

work and lots of creativity, you will be able 

to keep the wolf away from the door.

How to grow your butchery
First things first. Walk the shop as a 

customer would and look at all the 

following areas with a critical eye and 

evaluate them to identify areas that require 

attention:

■ Internal layout of premises. Is it easy 

for people to access the serving areas? 

Are products clearly on display and easily 

accessible? Could the layout be improved 

to ensure the whole shop is utilised?

■ Point-of-sale material. Is it up to date? 

Does it look eye catching? Is it in highly 

visible locations? Are leaflet dispensers full 

and clean? Have wall posters been put up 

neat and straight?

■ Window display. Is it colourful and 

inviting? Are the products on display 

relevant to the time of year? Are all of the 

sales hot spots well positioned and full?

■ Chiller cabinet displays. Are they 

well stocked and presented? Are key 

promotional lines prominent? Is supporting 

point-of-sale material in position?

■ Dry goods displays. Are they full and 

well priced? Are the cabinets/shelves 

clean and tidy? Do the goods on sale 

complement your product range? Is 

promotional material in position?

■ Appearance of staff. Do they conform 

to agreed standards of presentation and 

personal hygiene? Are their uniforms clean 

and presentable? Are hats on and long hair 

tied back?

■ Floors. Are they clean and clear of 

clutter?

■ Walls. Are they clean and has all residue 

(including sticky tape) been removed?

■ Lighting and fixtures. Is the lighting 

appropriate and does it help create the 

right ambience? Are the fittings clean and 

well maintained?

If all that is sorted, it is time for the 

next step, and that is to make sure your 

customers visit your butchery regularly and 

find what they are looking for.

What is a sales promotion?
Promotions are short-term tactical 

marketing tools that can be used to 

achieve specific sales objectives during a 

defined period of time. They are invaluable 

in helping achieve the goals set out in your 

individual business plan.

What can sales promotions do for you?

■ Maximise sales to existing customers

■ Attract new customers

■ Increase consumer awareness

■ Stimulate interest and draw attention to 

new and existing product ranges

■ Encourage trial and repeat purchase

■ Boost seasonal buying peaks 

■ Enable you to target specific customer 

sectors 

■ Provide you with a major advantage 

over your competitors

How to do in-store marketing 
and promotions
Sampling

Nothing sells food products more 

successfully than taste and smell.

Getting customers to try your products 

is, therefore, an essential part of marketing 

your business. Make samples available 

during important shopping days or invite 

customers to a special evening event. 

Remember, though, to pay scrupulous 

attention to hygiene at all times when 

offering samples.

Complementary items
This doesn’t just mean offering more to 

the customer for the same price; you can 

also consider a buy-one-get-one-free 

promotion. But remember that although 

buy-one-get-one-free promotions can be 

beneficial in the short term, they can drain 
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your returns when consumers simply stock 

up to the extent that they decrease the 

frequency of their visits to your shop.

A far better method is to introduce 

complementary offers that encourage use 

of your product, such as a free pack of 

stock cubes when you buy a pack of mince.

Alternatively, initiate offers that 

encourage new uses of core products, such 

as a free recipe book with every pack of 

stir-fry meat.

Encouraging loyalty
Loyal customers shop with you regularly 

and consistently. To encourage loyalty, 

make special offers and free products 

available to regular customers (identified 

by a loyalty-card system).

Creating goodwill

Giving away free samples or free gifts is 

an excellent way of generating goodwill 

with your customers. Consider giving away 

recipe books, calendars, roasting tins, steak 

knife sets or serving platters. A nice touch 

is to have a list with the birthdays of your 

regular customers, so that you can send 

them a text message on the day with a 

special gift or special birthday offer.

Prize promotions
People love prizes. Competitions that 

involve skill or judgement are always 

popular and this will encourage customers 

to leave their names and addresses. 

Seasonal raffles can also be very successful.

How to plan a marketing 
campaign for you butchery
Before any publicity programme to support 

your sales promotion can start, you need to 

decide a number of things.

Agree on what you are going to promote. 

You need to have a “strong offer” for your 

customers, so decide what it is you want to 

sell. Is it:

■ a new product range? 

■ new services, such as home deliveries? 

■ the opening of a new shop/branch? 

■ a special charity event? 

■ a guest appearance, perhaps by a local/

well-known chef? 

Decide on the target audience
Carry out some market research. Take a 

close look at who lives near the shop, who 

shops with you most at the moment and 

who you would like to attract. Involve your 

staff in the research project.

Create a database of customers
This is probably the most valuable asset 

you will ever have. One way to obtain 

customers’ names and addresses is to 

organise a monthly prize draw. A loyalty 

card can also do the trick.

Remember, if you have a database you 

are legally responsible for protecting the 

names and addresses of private individuals 

on it.

What is merchandising?
Merchandising is the principle of 

influencing sales without direct customer 

contact using a variety of promotional 

materials. The standard of display and the 

manner in which the merchandising is 

executed are very powerful tools within the 

retailer’s portfolio.

Ask yourself: how often have you 

purchased as a direct result of the way 

something was presented to you?
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Since 2007 Packit Packaging 
Solutions has been the 
authorised South African 
distributor of Automac Elixa® 
automatic overwrapping 
machines. Automac are one of 
Europe’s leading 
manufacturers of tray 
overwrapping and top seal 
machines.

Elixa® technology machines 
are fully automatic and feature 
a patented film stretch system 
in 4 directions that makes 
them unique worldwide. This 
feature allows the user to 
package any tray or product 
using a single width film reel 
with considerable advantages 
both in terms of management 
and cost saving. This 
technology provides maximum 
benefits to those who wish to 
package products with widely 
variable sizes and seeks 
maximum flexibility. A full 
range of associated packaging 
products are also available.

With teams of professional 
technicians available 
throughout the country as well 
as a comprehensive selection 
of spares, production will 
always run smoothly.

Cape Town
graham@packit.co.za

Tel 021 511 8780

Johannesburg
clyde@packit.co.za
Tel 011 791 4823

New Automatic
Tray Wrapper

BuTCHERy ▲
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How customers buy: top tips

■ Poor displays of product and merchandising result in poor sales

■ Clearly marked products, well presented in your shop cabinet 

display, will increase sales

■ Most customers buy with their eyes 

■ Most are right-handed, so look first to the right-hand side of the 

counter/shop

■ Most are attracted to the centre of long displays and the right of 

short displays called “hot spots”

■ All customers make impulse purchases

■ All shops have the ability to influence sales by the clever use of 

merchandising

■ Use of colour is important and this is best achieved with garnish 

using vegetables and fruit, rather than plastic grass or flowers

■ Customers are put off by empty displays. Check your levels of fill 

regularly. The crime here is for promoted items to be out of stock. 

■ The two most critical sale times are at the beginning of the day 

and at the end.

Other sure ways to guarantee happy customers

Make sure you can meet demand
It is not good merchandising/sales practice for promoted products 

to run out, so make sure you have good stock levels. But don’t 

overstock to the detriment of your other staple products.

To boost sales, position the promoted product in a key hot spot. 

Customer-flow within your shop will dictate where the best hot 

spots are, but as a rule of thumb, a particularly good place would be 

at the front and centre of a window display or cabinet.

Rather than stuff the cabinet with your promoted product, 

allocate sufficient space at the outset and refill when required. 

Consideration should also be given to your usual pattern of 

customer demand through a normal trading week. In other words, 

don’t promote roasting cuts on a Monday if that’s out of tune with 

your customer requirements.

Benefit from seasonality
An effective merchandising programme will reflect seasonal 

trends and be flexible enough to take advantage of changes in the 

weather. One of your key strengths is the ability to react quickly to 

changes in product offering. If, for example, the weather forecast on 

Thursday predicts a hot, bright and sunny weekend, make sure your 

display on Friday and Saturday features a range of suitable cuts for 

outdoor cooking.

Offer meal solutions
Customers today are always on the lookout for meal solutions. 

Any help you can give them by suggesting products that will 

complement the fresh meat on offer will be beneficial.

Make sure you have recipe cards out on the counter as well as 

jars of cook-in sauces adjacent to your diced beef display, or pasta 

sauces alongside the minced beef. Mouth-watering posters of 

succulent meal suggestions should be clearly on view in front of 

the customer, not behind them. On average, up to 14% of a retail 

butcher’s sales are generated from dry goods such as condiments 

and sauces.

Call us to discuss any weighing, labelling and barcoding 
applications or to arrange free demonstrations:

Email: philip.mercer@avocetsa.co.za 
anton.boshoff@avocetsa.co.za  
Website: www.avocetsa.co.za

Or call our branch nearest to you:
Johannesburg South – Tel: (011) 613 5838
Johannesburg North – Tel: (011) 794 3463

Cape Town – Tel: (021) 982 7321
Durban – Tel: (031) 701 5225

Bloemfontein – Tel: (051) 430 1198
East London – Tel: (043) 726 7541

Nelspruit – Tel: (071) 683 1285
Port Elizabeth – Tel: (041) 364 0718

Polokwane – Tel: (015) 293 2013
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automated 
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machines
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On 1 June 2017, after nearly 16 years’ 
service to the Retail Industry, offering 
its quality Ishida scales, TSC Printers 
and own manufactured labels, Avocet 
launched its new logo and website.
Please take time to visit our new website at 
www.avocetsa.co.za and learn more about us
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Become tech savvy
Marketing over the internet
More and more businesses, particularly farm 
shops, are selling their meat direct to the 
consumer via the internet. This could be a 
very useful add-on to your core business. Bear 
in mind, though, that there are several key 
areas to consider when planning to provide an 
internet-based service.

Your business website
To market your business on the 

internet, you need to launch a suitable 

website that clearly features the 

products you are selling. There are lots 

of specialist web-design companies 

that can help you, but before you 

contact them you will need to think 

about:

■ what you want to sell; 

■ issues relating to pricing and packaging; 

■ how you propose to deliver orders to 

your customers.

It may be wise to start off with only a 

few selected choice products. Remember 

that consistency of product is important 

and that you will be judged on product 

appearance, not just how it tastes.

Ordering and delivery
Customers will require a simple and secure 

format to pay for their orders, so you will 

either need to set up formal secure credit 

card online ordering facilities, or provide a 

phone number for customers to call with 

their credit card number.

Special rates can be negotiated with 

dedicated distribution companies to 

ensure all orders are delivered quickly and 

professionally. Alternatively, independent 

courier services are available. Discuss 

thoroughly your requirements and delivery 

deadlines in relation to product shelf life 

and your customer requests. It doesn’t 

matter how good the product was when it 

left your shop, if it reaches the customer 

late and damaged you won’t receive a 

repeat order.
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Call Amotz Golan on  
082-552 0763 or 011-728 3947
email: agpe@global.co.za
www.foodpackagingsystems.com

Extend the  
shelf life of your  
meat, HMR and fresh produce

We offer local meat containers or imported CPET containers 
which are good for heating and cooking in ovens and microwave. 
Completing the package is our range of lidding films that provide 
professional, good looking and airtight seals. 

We offer the full system and support it with local technicians.

Extending shelf-life of meat packed in-store up to 
double or triple of current life. You’ll cut the costs of 
repackaging or repurposing product approaching 
expiry date. You’ll also be able to build up packed 
stock ahead of holiday trading periods. 

Grow sales 
and profits 

with a complete gas flush 
semi-automatic packaging 
system in your store with 
our gas-flushing ITALIAN 
machine

With additional information from EBLEX

▲



Take a trip to 
Flavourtown
There are two main reasons for 

marinating a piece of meat.

1. Flavour

Marinating a piece of meat adds a certain 

flavour to the dish.

2. Tenderness.

Marinating in an acidic product such as red 

wine or lemon helps break down the bonds 

in the meat, leaving even cheaper cuts of 

meat soft and tender.

Offering your customers meat that has 

already been marinated and is ready for the 

braai will definitely ensure some brownie 

points for you. The best marinades are 

made with fresh, natural quality ingredients 

that will taste good when the meat is 

cooked. The simplest is just a combination 

of olive oil, lemon, wine, ginger, garlic and 

salt.

Or you can use a rub, which is a mixture 

of spices and seasonings that add flavour, 

but do not tenderise. They come in two 

varieties: dry rubs and paste rubs. Dry rubs 

are a powdery blend of herbs and spices, 

while paste rubs include just enough of a 

wet ingredient (such as olive oil) to form a 

thick, seasoned paste.

Rubs are best for large cuts of meat that 

tend to be fatty, such as beef briskets and 

spareribs. Apply the rub a day before you 

want to sell the meat.

From a convenience and economy 

standpoint, rubs are sometimes better 

choices than marinades. The spice mixture 

does not need refrigeration (although 

a paste rub does). Rubs add a colourful, 

flavourful crust and help keep the meat 

moist without messy liquids. Sometimes 

an acidic marinade can ruin the texture, 

leaving meat mushy instead of tender.

You can also display marinades, rubs and 

spices in your butchery area for customers 

who want to marinade their meat at home.

Cutting out the middleman
People are deserting retail stores’ butchery 

aisles, cutting out the middleman and 

turning to buying meat in bulk. Seemingly, 

it is proving to be a great saving.

“If I were to buy the same amount of 

meat at retail stores, I’d need a loan the 

following day, meat is so expensive,” says 

Bongani Qansane, of Germiston, who 

spends R1 500 a month on meat.

“Once a month I make the trip to 
Heidelberg. There’s an Eskort butchery 
where I get my pork cheaper than at retail 
shops, and I go to a Karan Beef butchery 
in the same area for beef and mutton. It’s 
great value for money.” Sipho Dube teams 
up with a friend to buy wholesale. “I spend 
R400 a month and an additional R40 for 
fuel so I’m saving big time.”

A mother of two says she travels close to 
an hour with her friends every two months 
to Eskort.  “We buy and freeze,” she said, 
estimating that she spent 40% less than 
she would pay in retail shops. “Not only is 
the meat cheap, it’s fresh. I’m glad I made 
this decision.”

Pieter Prinsloo, of the Red Meat 
Producers’ Organisation, said last year’s 
drought contributed significantly to the 
increase in meat prices. He said meat was 
more expensive at retail shops because  
“it’s convenience shopping”.

“If you take lamb, for example, you can 
buy it wholesale for around R70 a kilogram. 
The cheapest at a retailer would be about 
R99 a kilogram.You can buy beef wholesale 
from a farmer for R48 a kilogram. That will 
give you a 30% saving,” he said.

Zeyn Adrian Jenkins, of Durban, said 
he paid around R350 for 10kg of chicken 
quarters in Durban. “It ’s R200 in Pieter-
maritzburg and Port Shepstone.”

For six Soweto women, bulk buying 
allows them to keep meat on their tables 
for longer. Thoko Nkosi explained that they 
put away R150 a month for 11 months. 
Come the festive season, they can afford 
to stock up on meat. “Last year, we were 
able to buy a beast for about R6 000 and 
we told the butcher how we wanted it cut. 
We all walked away with different cuts of 
meat — from rump steak to T-bone steak, 
” Nkosi said. “If I hadn’t joined the group 
and I walked into a [retailer] with R1 600, 
I would only get enough meat to last me 
about two months.”

The Times found stewing beef at a City 
Deep wholesaler in Johannesburg was 
priced at R65,95 a kilogram. Pick n Pay sold 
it for R79,99. It went for the same price at 
Spar and Checkers sold it for R10 more.

A kilogram of brisket was sold for R65,95 
at the wholesalers, for R87,99 at Pick n Pay, 
R92,99 at Checkers and R98.99 at Spar.

An Alberton butcher said it was important  
to note that it was not only the price of 
meat that could differ from one place to 
another but also the cut and grade.

By Naledi Shange and Kgaugelo Masweneng,  
The Times
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And  
the people 
shall have  
a braai…
As we all know, South Africans love to 

braai – we even have a special day for it.

On 24 September, we celebrate National 

Braai Day. It coincides with National 

Heritage Day, a public holiday set aside for 

all South Africans to celebrate our rich and 

diverse heritage.

Braai Day is also a day on which families 

get together to enjoy the first days of 

summer. Spring is in the air and everybody 

is optimistic and ready for a new season.

For many stores, Braai Day has become 

the kick-off for their outdoor-living 

and entertainment merchandising and 

promotional programmes.

Shelves are stocked with everything for 

outdoor entertainment – from tables and 

chairs to place settings, coolers, all the 

disposables, cool boxes, insect-repellent 

candles, outdoor lights, plastic ware, picnic 

hampers and, most importantly, braai 

equipment.

Talking about braai equipment…
There are many different approaches to 

the braai. Should you use wood, charcoal or 

gas? Should you use a traditional braai or a 

Weber Grill? And what about firelighters? 

These questions are debated passionately 

among braai masters all over South Africa. 

And there will never be a clear and final 

answer. 

And then there are all the accessories 

that every braai enthusiast absolutely has 

to have: tongs, flame tamers, braai cleaner, 

braai covers, thermometers, firelighters, 

gas bottles, grids, braai mitts… The list is 

endless.

Make sure that on the morning of Braai 

Day you have at least the basics that your 

customers can show off at the family braai. 

And to encourage a little extra spending, 

you can put all these tempting gadgets on 

display in the front of your store.

Snacks and drinks
A braai is a social event and snacks and 

drinks around the fire are very much part 

of the tradition. Shoppers will be looking 

for snacks like chips, dips and cheeses, as 

well as cold and alcoholic beverages. An 

attractive display of snacks will encourage 

customers to buy a little something extra.  

A bit of impulse shopping, if you will.

Riblets, chicken wings and sausages are 

also popular snacks. Put out tasters outside 

your store to convince those undecided 

customers.

Vegetable sticks with hummus, oven-

baked pretzels, sweet potato chips with 

avocado and cottage cheese dip, fruit 

skewers (pineapple, strawberries, apples, 

grapes, melon and kiwi all work well) can 

be prepared for customers who prefer 

vegetarian or healthier options.

What is the braai  
without meat?
Generally, the first decision the customer 

will make upon entering your store is what 

meat to buy. After all, what actually goes 

onto the braai remains the most important 

decision of any aspiring braai chef.

After that come the decisions about 

snacks, side dishes and drinks.

Boerewors is almost always on the 

shopping list. It is as South African as rugby

and biltong. Have a variety of boerewors 
on display to cater for the different tastes 
of your customers. It is also a good time to 
introduce new product lines and varieties.

Lamb chops, steaks, sosaties and chicken 
will also appear on many shopping lists. 
Make these more attractive with innovative 
cuts, marinades and spices. Remember the 
tasters!

Something on the side
Braai side dishes are almost as important 
as the meat. And everybody has a favourite, 
so to navigate the landscape of side dishes 
for the braai can be quite a nightmare.

Firm favourites are potato salad (warm 
and cold), green salad, couscous and roast 
vegetable salad with a bit of crumbed feta, 
grilled sweetcorn, paptert (porridge tart), 
vegetable bake and pap-en-sous (porridge 
and sauce). For those who feel strongly 
about healthy eating, a few salads with 
fresh fruit, vegetables and pulses should do 
the trick.

You can prepare a variety of the side 
dishes in your store for the convenience of 
your customers. And have the ingredients 
on hand for those customers who prefer 
homemade side dishes.

McCain Food Service in South Africa has 
just launched an innovative approach to 
quality side dishes that eliminates waste. 
Frozen pellets of different vegetable side 
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dishes – creamed spinach, mashed 

butternut and mashed cauliflower – are 

produced, enabling supermarket owners 

to use what they need and return the rest 

to the freezer, ensuring consistent quality, 

consistent pricing and consistently happy 

customers. Each pellet provides perfect 

portion control and costing options and has 

a net weight of about 10g.

“Our new convenient, pelleted format 

is a first in food service. It offers greater 

efficiency back of house – both in 

preparation and portion control,” says Rob 

Stevens, managing director of McCain Food 

Service.

He adds that with South Africa’s extreme 

weather conditions, the pricing and 

quality of fresh or pre-cut prepared chilled 

vegetables tend to fluctuate, but McCain’s 

new pelleted vegetable products provide 

consistent quality and competitive costing 

all year round.

All of the new McCain side dishes have 

been formulated to be used as is, to suit all 

South African palates, or can be adapted by 

chefs to make their own signature dishes.

Don’t forget the bread
What is a braai without bread?

Many adventurous cooks will opt for 

homemade potbrood (pot bread), using a 

flat-bottomed “potjie” pot to bake their 

own bread on the fire. The less adventurous 

will be buying bread, such as garlic bread, 

rolls and artisan breads, from your bakery. 

And what is a delicious freshly baked 

bread without butter and jam?

Even vegetarians love to braai.
And as more and more people become 

vegetarians, it may be worth your while to 

invest in some special braai-day goodies for 

vegetarian customers.

With a little bit of preparation, you can 

guarantee a Braai Day that vegetarians will 

enjoy as much as the meat eaters.

Five delicious ideas for your vegetarian 

customers:

■ Vegetable kebabs

■ Stuffed peppers

■ Veggie burgers

■ Pita bread with different fillings

■ Garlic and cheese bread

Remember to promote the fact that you will 

cater for vegetarians on Braai Day. Use your 

Facebook page and Twitter; send text messages 

and print posters and pamphlets to distribute in 

the weeks before Braai Day.

Healthier options
Many of your customers would prefer healthier 

meat options such as skinless chicken breasts, 

fish or ostrich. Set aside a special clearly marked 

section for your health-conscious customers.

Be creative with side dishes and provide 

healthy salads and fruit to accompany the braai.

And don’t forget the wine. A light white wine 

should do the trick.

Or fresh fruit juice, sparkling water or diet 

soda for those who do not drink wine.

The little extras
Make sure that you do not run out of wood, 

charcoal or ice.
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For any queries please contact our 
Customer Care Line: 087 940 5100 or visit www.grainfieldchickens.co.za

Grain Field Chickens S&R Braai.indd   1 2017/07/14   8:54 AM
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South Africa’s top three 
Championship Boerewors  
finalists announced
The top three finalists in the 2017 Championship Boerewors 

competition were announced at the Top 18 Round in Cape 

Town recently. The competition was tough, but the recipes of 

Queen Mathebule (from Malamulele, Limpopo), James Lebepe 

(from Atteridgeville, Gauteng) and Moses Mathebule (from 

Lenyenye, Limpopo) proved to be a cut above the rest.

The top three recipes will be available in Shoprite and Checkers 

supermarkets nationwide between Friday, 18 August and Friday,  

8 September. Then it will be up to the South African public to buy, 

braai, try and vote for the recipe they believe deserves to win the 

coveted 25th Championship Boerewors title. By doing so, one lucky 

consumer stands the chance of winning a brand new Toyota Aygo.

The winner of the 2017 Championship Boerewors competition 

will be announced on Wednesday, 13 September and will drive off 

in a brand-new Toyota Hilux 2.8 GD-6 Double Cab Raised Body 

Raider. The winning recipe – #SAsNo1 Championship Boerewors – 

will also be for sale in all Shoprite and Checkers stores from Friday, 

15 September 2017, just in time for Heritage Day.

Shoprite and Checkers are proud of South Africa’s boerewors 

tradition and celebrate it every year by hosting  

the Championship Boerewors competition.

BRAAI ▲
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cat lovers discounts on cat food and offer 
the cash-strapped student money off two-
minute noodles. Covert elements of loyalty 
programme marketing are contrasted 
to overt elements such as the 5% back 
everyone gets in points or the R50 birthday 
voucher we all receive, which are advertised 
as benefits in the programme’s marketing 
collateral. 

In the report this concept is referred 
to as ’The Iceberg Effect’. The difference 
between overt and covert is best 
understood in ‘The Iceberg Effect’. All the 
overt elements are above the waterline 
for all to see; however, your real value 
lies below the waterline where customer 
specific data should be used to change 
customer behaviours and drive increased 
long term loyalty. 

Red Lion Hotels (an American hospitality 
organisation) is a good example of a 
brand that has all but done away with 
the overt elements of loyalty marketing. 
Its “Hello Rewards” programme has done 
away with points and tiering and instead 
positioned itself as a guest recognition 
programme, seeking to treat every guest in 
a personalised and appreciated way. Instead 
of earning points, guests earn recognition 
and staff are encouraged to treat every 
guest personally. 

Hello Rewards is based on a surprise 
and delight strategy, offering guests 
recommendations and discounts based

What lies ahead for loyalty? 
There’s no doubt that the face of loyalty 

is changing. Companies have started 

to veer away from the traditional 

points-based loyalty model as the key 

indicator of a loyalty programme’s 

value. The observed shift is towards 

personalisation. Personalisation is no 

longer just a by-product of loyalty 

programme data, but has become the 

core value offering at the heart of 

loyalty. 

Loyalty in South Africa is following the 

global trend of moving away from pure 

rewards, earn-and-burn programmes to 

personal and personalised interactions 

that stretch further than just name 

personalisation in emails, towards big-data 

analysis of individual consumer behaviours 

and needs and the subsequent addressing 

of those needs. – Sonja Fourie (Head of 

Absa Rewards and VAS)

It has long been known that the 

customer data obtained from running 

a successful loyalty programme could 

be used to target consumers on a more 

individual level, ensuring increased brand 

relevance and minimising the risk of 

generalised campaigns based on limited 

data and guess work. A leading South 

African retailer stated that the insights 

gained from having a loyalty programme 

have encouraged them to move to more 

personalised rewards and to use more 

relevant partners. Personalisation is not 

a “nice to have” but rather a necessity. 

According to Bond Brand Loyalty, 78% 

of consumers who are satisfied with the 

level of personalisation offered by the 

programme are very satisfied with the 

programme as a whole. 

Loyalty programmes are going to come 

under pressure in terms of the value 

they create for customers vs. for the 

organisation. – Jade Kirkel (Marketing 

Manager at The Sorbet Group)

The Truth Loyalty Whitepaper issued 

in October 2016 advises clients to place 

the majority of their focus on the covert 

elements of their programme. Covert 

elements refer to the behind-the-scenes, 

data-fuelled marketing efforts that offer

 on their individual interests. Certain 

overt benefits also apply to Hello Rewards 

members, such as a free night for every 

seven nights booked, express check-in/

check-out, room upgrades when available 

and late checkout. 

We expect location based rewards, much 

greater integration with social media and 

more coalitions as the future of loyalty. 

Customers will be consolidating their 

loyalty engagement to a handful of key 

programmes that they feel give them the 

greatest return (and a possible slowdown 

in the willingness to sign up for new 

programmes). – Alex Emmerich (Head 

of Loyalty & CRM at TFG (The Foschini 

Group))

One does not need to do away with 

points entirely to have a customer-data 

led loyalty strategy. While the Red Lion 

example illustrates an international brand 

getting it right, it is worth noting that the 

overt benefits (i.e. free night stay) would 

have served to attract consumers to the 

programme initially. 

In conclusion, points, cash back and  

other overt benefits still serve a place 

in attracting consumers to your loyalty 

programme and brand. However, covert  

leveraging of customer data for personal-

ised offers and experiences should form  

a core part of your value proposition.

For more information on the Truth white paper, 
please contactinfo@truth.co.za

LOYALTY PROGRAMMES 
Consumer loyalty behaviour in South Africa

This is the final of a series of articles analysing the latest usage trends by consumers using loyalty cards in South Africa.

By Hippo Zourides



How should you use it? “Use olive oil 

in place of saturated fat, such as butter,” 

suggests Angela Ginn, spokesperson for the 

Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics. “Dip 

bread [in it], use it in cakes, sauté, even 

fry vegetables and meat. But beware the 

smoking point is not very high, so frying at 

high temperatures will cause your food to 

brown quickly.”

Sesame oil  “Sesame oil is rich 

in mono- and polyunsaturated acids 

(PUFAs) — the good kind of fat that cuts 

cholesterol,” says Ginn. Sesame oil contains 

linoleic acid, which is a type of omega 6 

fatty acid that may promote heart health 

by reducing LDL cholesterol.

How should you use it? Sesame oil is 

typically used in Asian cuisines. “Its strong, 

nutty flavour can be used in Thai and 

Japanese dishes. Drizzle it over an Asian 

cabbage slaw with a sprinkle of black 

sesame seeds,” suggests Ginn. 

Flaxseed oil  Flaxseed oil contains 

omega-6 and omega-9 essential fatty acids. 

Since this heart-healthy oil also contains 

some omega-3 fatty acids, it is often cited 

as a vegetarian alternative to fish oil. 

How should you use it? Flaxseed oil has 

a low smoke point, so it’s not ideal for 

cooking. Enjoy a drizzle over quinoa, or toss 

with a salad dressing. 

Peanut oil  Peanut oil is a source of 

phytosterols, which benefit the heart by 

preventing cholesterol absorption in the 

intestines. Peanut oil is also a common 

monounsaturated fat, and contains vitamin 

E — an antioxidant.

All about oils
The cooking oil aisle is no longer just a 
place where customers expect to find 
sunflower oil and a small range of olive 
oils. They are looking for exotic oils such 
as sesame, flaxseed and coconut. Many 
of these oils have distinct flavours and 
properties that make them tasty and 
healthy additions to your customers’ 
cooking repertoire.

It is also important for supermarket owners 
to know a thing or to about oil, especially if 
they use oil in the home-meal replacement 
department.

When it comes to cooking, not all oils 
are created equal — some oils can handle 
the heat, and some can’t. An oil’s smoke 
point is the temperature at which it will 
start to smoke and break down. If cooking 
oil starts to smoke, it should be discarded. 
It has likely lost some of its nutritional 
value, and it could impart a bitter, 
unpleasant taste to your food. Oils with 
high smoke points (vegetable, peanut and 
sesame, to name a few) are good for frying 
or high-heat stir-frying, while oils with low 
smoke points (flaxseed and walnut) work 
well for salad dressings and dips.

Canola oil  Canola oil is extracted from 
the seeds of the canola plant, which was 
developed through crossbreeding with the 
rapeseed plant. Canola is a healthy oil that 
is low in saturated fat and a good source 
of monounsaturated and polyunsaturated 
fats, including omega 3 fatty acids.

Canola oil has a light flavour, which 
makes it versatile in cooking. Replace 
solid fats such as butter or margarine with 
canola oil when cooking or baking. Canola 
oil works well for sautéing and stir-frying. 
It also is good for coating pots, pans and 
your grill.

Olive oil  Olive oil is high in mono-
unsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs), which 
may help reduce one’s risk of heart disease. 
MUFAs lower LDL (“bad”) cholesterol and 
raise HDL (“good”) blood cholesterol. Olive 
oil is often sold as “virgin” or “extra virgin.” 
Extra-virgin olive oil has less acid, a fruitier 
flavour and a stronger aroma than pure or 
virgin olive oil, so a little goes a long way. 
Olive oil labelled as “light” is often lighter 
in hue or flavour, but not lighter in calories.

How should you use it? This oil is often 

used in deep-frying because of the high 

temperature it can reach. Because of its 

nutty flavour, use this oil in stir-fries and 

ginger dressing.

Grapeseed oil  Grapeseed oil is 

extracted from grape seeds, which are a by-

product of winemaking. Grapeseed oil has 

lots of PUFAs, which have been shown to 

lower total cholesterol and bad cholesterol.

How should you use it? Grapeseed oil 

has a moderately high smoke point, which 

makes it great for sautés and frying. It 

can also be used in dressings and dips for 

vegetables.

Coconut oil  Coconut oil is extracted 

from the fruit of mature coconuts. It is a 

saturated fat, and consumers are cautioned 

against a diet high in saturated fat. Virgin 

coconut oil is high in lauric acid, a medium-

chain fatty acid that raises both good and 

bad cholesterol levels.

How should you use it? Coconut oil has 

a sweet, nutty taste, and is often used 

as a substitute for shortening or butter 

in a vegan diet. It also imparts a tropical 

flavour to vegetables, curry dishes and fish. 

Because it is a saturated fat, use coconut 

oil in moderation, and buy the kind labelled 

“virgin”.

Walnut oil  Walnut oil is made from 

nuts that have been dried and cold pressed. 

This oil has a high concentration of alpha-

linolenic acid that partially converts to 

omega 3 fatty acids (EPA and DHA). 

How should you use it? Walnut oil has 

a rich, nutty flavour that makes it a great 

for dressing salads, or drizzling over a pasta 

dish. Walnut oil doesn’t stand up to high 

heat, so it’s best used as a dressing or 

flavour enhancer rather than a cooking oil. 

Refrigerated walnut oil keeps for up to six 

months.

Storing oil  Heat and light are oil’s 

enemies. Over time, oils can degrade and 

lose some of their good nutritious qualities. 

Store your oil in a cool, dark place and 

replace it if it smells bitter or “off”. Some 

oils — particularly polyunsaturated oils 

such as grapeseed or walnut oil — are 

prone to quickly turning rancid. Store these 

oils in the refrigerator to prolong their 

usability.

For more information, visit  
www.eatrightpro.org.
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Retail lessons 
from the 
platteland
It was back in 2008 when Albie Coetzer 

and Des Moller entered into a venture 

that was destined to make a mark on 

their lives and those of the residents 

of Malmesbury in the Western Cape 

(70kms from Cape Town).

After undertaking three store revamps (the 

last one was done in 2016), the 3 500m2 

store now has a 2 050m2 selling area to 

serve the local needs. A great deal of new 

space was allocated to preparation areas 

for the various service departments but the 

partners also thought about their staff and 

created a wonderful staff resting facility. As 

they say “Our biggest asset must be looked 

after at all times”.

People-centered philosophies
The store employs 254 staff members, but 

this includes 21 staff members dedicated 

to the large Bean Café coffee shop, which 

is more than a coffee and sandwiches 

outlet. A comprehensive menu has been 

developed and the spot has become a 

meeting place for locals at all times of day. 

In compliance with their policy of looking 

after their staff and promoting from within, 

the coffee shop is being managed by a 

previous “low level” employee who was 

given the opportunity to grow and take up 

the challenge.

With a 39% fresh department participa-

tion in their monthly sales, the store is 

service-intensive. Wherever one looks there 

is always some staff member to interact 

with and the service levels are exceptional. 

“When you choose to emphasise your 

service departments,” says Albie, “the 

consumer must be blown away by the best 

quality served by the best knowledgeable 

people you can find. We spend a lot of time 

training our staff not only on product 

knowledge and service principles but also 

on how to assess a customer’s needs for 

immediate action.”

At a recent SPAR annual conference,  

a guest speaker from SPAR’s ad agency told 

the audience “If I lived in Malmesbury,  

I would close down my kitchen. This store 
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STOREWATCH By Hippo Zourides

Des Moller and Albie Coetzer have found the correct formula of working together as partners

A florist section complements the fresh produce area

External view of the store
Novel meal ideas welcome the customers to 
the Coffee Bean café
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Des plans his dry and perishable goods 

ordering around the regular deliveries 

ex-SPAR DC which can be as many as five 

times per week. Deliveries arrive at 4am 

and a special team is collected from their 

homes on company transport to receive

can supply all my meal requirements at 
all times and the quality is just as good as 
home-made.” Now, that is an endorsement, 
if there was ever one! 

Role definition
The two partners have defined their roles 
very specifically, with Albie focusing on the 
service areas and Des having become the 
dry goods specialist. 

When Albie lost the services of an 
excellent butcher due to retirement, he 
decided to tackle the butchery personally 
and, once again, identified a young lady 
from his staff complement that showed 
signs of entrepreneurship, leadership and 
the will to learn. The result is that the 
butchery is now managed by this lady and 
the store has been recognized by the fresh 
meat market peers as one of the best in 
the country. 

One wall is dedicated to all the Cleaver 
awards won over the years. But the most 
important factor is that the butchery sales 
grow every month as compared to the 
previous one.

and check the order in. The bakery team 

is also given free transport in the early 

mornings to start their shift. This means 

that when the regular merchandising team 

arrives for work, fresh stock is waiting for 

them to be displayed by 11am at the latest.

▲

The dramatic sign above the upright fridge displaying fresh produce  The cake confectionery display is comprehen sive and self-service  
is the name of the game

The full bread production range is well displayed behind glass  
with service assistants on stand by

The service departments are well staffed by knowledgeable staff,  
while the preparation areas are placed behind the scenes

Fresh produce displays



Covered island freezers assist in energy conservation and  
the superstructure is well utilised for impulse merchandising

Above: This counter is dedicated firstly to breakfast fare and after 11am 
displays lunch meal ideas. Below: Special featured shelving have been 
used for specialist areas such as health foods

The cheese bar displays a huge range of local and imported cheeses

This fridge is dedicated to salmon  
and sushi options

Bottle water sales are on the up and the 
product is profitable for the storeA full sushi menu is available for customers to enjoy

Above: The HMR prep area is ample and well equipped to produce the 
right quality of meals . Below: The kiosk supplies all the regular services 
such as cigarettes, batteries and the new SPAR payment mechanism for 
various accounts

STOREWATCH ▲

▲
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New Touch-Screen Control (with energy management) vs Old Manual Control Oven

The purpose of the case study was to compare the energy usage of  
the new Touch-Screen Control (TSC) oven against the old Manual Control Oven

Both ovens were measured using the same Electrex GIGA Box Energy monitoring system under exactly the same situation 
with same temperatures, steam and baking times over a period of 2 days at the Tombake premises

Tombake offers all existing customers a complete retrofit for their old electric manual control ovens.
R45,000.00 (for 80 and 120 loaf ovens) and R55,000.00 (240 loaf oven)

These prices exclude: VAT, fitting and commissioning
Note: We reserve the right to both technical, as well as design modifications

36% less usage  
during start-up

46% less usage  
during baking cycle

95% less usage  
during idle time

TOMBAKE CAN HELP YOU  
KEEP UP WITH TECHNOLOGY

info@tombake.co.za

PROUD SUPPLIER  

TO MALMESBURY  

SUPERSPAR
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This means that when the regular 

merchandising team arrives for 

work, fresh stock is waiting for 

them to be displayed by 11am at 

the latest.

The regular deliveries also assist 

in the enormous stock-turn rate 

that the store enjoys and new item 

requests by customers can be met 

within a day or two of their request.

The store trades seven days 

per week – 8am to 7pm daily (on 

Sundays it closes at 3pm). The 

clientele is made up of a broad 

spectrum of the community but it 

appears to enjoy good support from 

teachers, Government employees 

and the farming community. 

STOREWATCH ▲
Here is a clever way to narrow your aisles and have continuous shelving. The 
width of the aisle by the deer freeze is bigger than the rest of the run. The shelving 
was adapted with special shelves that allow the run to continue without a gap

A deli serving various processed meats is also available for customers who do not buy prepacks

▲

The butchery prep area is behind the scenes
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MERCHANDISERS  - TRACK, LOCATE
& DELIVER
One of the biggest challenges facing retailers today is labour 

issues. Productivity is also on the challenge list. For 

merchandisers this may be an opportunity. As retailers 

struggle, merchandising staff can deliver more value and 

quality of service, thus taking some strain off the retailer.

Tracking employees

Merchandising staff are out of of�ce almost 100% of their time. Often, the merchandising 
company does not know how productive or ef�cient his team is, if they made the 
correct calls to the correct stores and if they have checked stock levels, arranged 
shelves to a speci�c Planogram, added merchandising materials, etc.

In addition, merchandisers want to:

- Know that their mobile staff are at the correct destination at the correct time
- Check routes taken
- Check fuel costs against routes
- Check the job allocated has been done properly according to the suppliers’ wishes
- Increase sales for the supplier and retailer
- Increase supplier and retailer loyalty
- Increase people management

With Econz Wireless and their suite of solutions, you can address all these issues with 
Timecard GPS and EServices. We provide Planograms and with our Photo and 
Signature ID features, immediate information can be sent back to head of�ce. Our 
solutions will spot poor productivity, time theft and  lower your fuel costs and increase 
customer satisfaction.

Call (0) 10 500 9637 today or sign up for a free demo at www.econz.co.za

Free 30 Day Try & Buy
Go to www.econz.co.za for a free demo

& Enter SR1 in the comments

The self service area of the butchery is appealing to the eye and to the stomach

The service area in the butchery is loaded with various options of ready to cook meals

Biltong making has become a landmark for 
the store and the volumes of meat on the 
production line speak for themselves

A self service coffee machine is well used by 
customers at all hours of the day

▲



Rewarding the team
Every month the partners assess the 

business critically and the staff of the best 

department of the month get vouchers 

from the store and for external spending. 

The end of year bonus is dependent on 

performance and every individual gets 

evaluated. The ultimate recognition is 

the “promotion from within” that gives 

everyone a chance to prove themselves 

and be responsible for specific areas of 

the store.

Competition
Every brand in the food game is 

represented in town, including Pick n Pay, 

Checkers, Shoprite, Save Rite, Woolworths, 

convenience and garage stores and the 

partners believe that they enjoy the 

largest market share in town, “and we 

intend keeping it” says Albie.

The SPAR DC is very supportive of the 

store and has allowed special negotiations 

between shop keeper and buyers to 

negotiate better pricing on pallet lots of 

merchandise. This gives the store a range 

of tools to confront the competition.

Some manufacturer’s representatives 

still call on the store and their main 

objective is to advise about new lines, 

discuss in-store merchandising ideas and 

negotiate gondola-end deals.

The partners have been invited to 

present their success story to a forth-

coming meeting of SPAR retailers – 

another recognition that the platteland 

can share some great experiences with 

stores in any part of the country.

Clever use of a corner fridge display

 This wall is dedicated to displaying the many 
Cleaver awards that recognise the store butchery 
as one of the best in the country and the region 

A new chicken offering is now available to SPAR stores 
and the sales have proven to be very promising

The SPAR loyalty card takes pride of place 
at the front of the store and the consumers 
are reminded of the mechanics, the 
product range and the rewards

The island salad bar is freshly stocked and is well patronised by the customers

 The stand-alone Tops at SPAR liquor store is easily accessible and is well stocked

STOREWATCH ▲
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complete, versus one that is, is R2 412,41 

(R2 068,35 vs R4 480,76). The social action 

group argues that 73% of the R3 500 

proposed national minimum wage, would 

cover the food basket for a family of four 

people (R2 562,38), alone. Because of the 

direct correlation between what we eat 

and how well our bodies function, the 

implications of the cost of food for the 

minimum wage-earning household is dire.

The cost of feeding different 
family members
Feeding family members of different ages a 

diet complete in minimum nutrition differs 

in cost as follows:

■ A small child (aged 3-9 years): R578,45 

per month.

■ A girl/boy (aged 10-13 years): R626,57 

per month.

■ An adult woman (aged 19-64 years): 

R626,57 per month.

■ An elderly woman (older than 65 years): 

R626,57 per month.

■ A girl (aged 14-18 years): R665,24 per 

month.

■ A very active woman (aged 19-64 

years): R665,24 per month.

■ An adult man (aged 19-64 years): 

R665,24 per month.

■ An elderly man (aged >65 years): 

R665,24 per month.

■ A boy (aged 14-18 years): R740,25 per 

month.

■ A very active man (aged 19-64 years): 

R740,25 per month.

■ A pregnant or lactating woman: R740,25 

per month.

How much are your customers spending on 

groceries per month? 

www.bizcommunity.co.za

The rising cost  
of food for families  
in South Africa
The price of food is rising continually. 
What does it cost to feed a working 
class family and how does it impact 
nutrition?

The price of the average food basket 
increasing may cause a headache for  
a middle-income family budget. But to  
a lower income family, food inflation 
means the difference between a balanced 
diet and compromised nutrition.

What it costs to feed  
a family in 2017
The Pietermaritzburg Agency for 
Community Social Action’s (Pacsa) data 
indicates that food prices are still rising 
in South Africa. The Pacsa food price 
inflation basket documents the price and 
affordability of working class household 
essentials within the context of high 
unemployment, social grants, and low 
wages. Rather than being nutritionally 
comprehensive, the 36-item basket being 
tracked is indicative of what the working 
class South African family can afford. 
They do, however, include a second – 
nutritionally complete – basket to highlight 
the contrast. The food basket, which 
includes such items as maize meal, various 
meats, and various vegetables, experienced 
a 10% increase over the past year. As of 
March 2017, the basket was at R2 068,35, 
up R198,96 from R1 869,39 last year. The 
basket itself is not nutritionally complete, 
rather reflecting on the reality of what the 
working class in South Africa can afford.

A second basket, which is nutritionally 
complete, is also included to further 
highlight the disparity between what 
people need and what they can afford. The 
Pacsa food basket of 36 basic foods showed 
a 10% increase of R198,96 over the past 
year to R2 068,35 in March 2017. The 
cost of a food basket for a family of four is 
slightly higher at R2 562,38. For a family 
of five, it’s R3 237,08, and for a family of 
seven, R4 480.76.

Can a minimum-wage family 
afford to eat?
Pacsa revealed that the difference between 
a food basket that is not nutritionally

INDUSTRY NEWS 
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our Gauteng customers will benefit from  

a similar facility.”

Advantages for the Gauteng 
online shopping customer
In the past, orders placed by Gauteng 

customers via Pick n Pay Online were 

fulfilled by a store close to the customer’s 

location. “There are significant advantages 

to serving customers with a dedicated 

facility instead of picking online orders 

from a store near to their delivery 

location,” said Cotterell.

“Firstly, availability improves as online 

customers are not competing with 

customers in store for products. Secondly, 

freshness improves as the supply chain 

is shortened and the integrity of the 

cold chain is enhanced. Products move 

directly from our distribution centre to 

the customer and do not go via a store, 

thereby improving shelf-life for customers. 

Thirdly, we are able to significantly increase 

the range of products we offer to our 

customers. Our facility has the capacity 

to hold almost three times the number of 

product lines as a regular store. Our aim 

is to offer our online shoppers the widest 

range possible from Pick n Pay.”

“Today’s online consumers want con-

venience, affordability and choice”, said van 

Rensburg. “That’s what our new Gauteng 

fulfilment centre is able to give them.”

Rising cost of 
health care in tough 
economic times fuels 
self-care movement 

Many South 

Africans 

are turning 

to self-

medication 

with the aim 

of building up their immune systems 

in the flu and allergy season. Anti-

flu tablets, cough medicines and 

antihistamines are some of the over-

the-counter meds people are using in a 

bid to avoid having to pay excruciating 

prices for a visit to the doctor.

The rising cost of health care means 

that many South Africans have far less 

money to spend on treatments for illness. 

Consumers are thus increasingly opting 

for self-medication, a trend encouraged by 

widening access to the internet. A growing 

Pick n Pay launches 
online distribution 
centre in Gauteng
This week, Pick n Pay launched its online 

distribution centre in Gauteng, the first 

of its kind in the Province. This follows 

the opening of its Cape Town online 

distribution centre, which made it the 

first major brick and mortar grocery 

retailer in South Africa to serve its 

online consumer customer base with a 

dedicated fulfilment centre. 

“Our new distribution centre will enable 

us to significantly improve service to our 

Gauteng online shoppers,” said Richard 

van Rensburg, Deputy CEO of Pick n Pay. 

“At the same time, our online distribution 

capacity is significantly increased, enabling 

us to handle the rapid growth we are 

experiencing in online sales.”

Evolving the online shopping 
experience through  
a multichannel approach
“This distribution centre represents a 

significant investment in Pick n Pay’s online 

business, which is one of the fastest-

growing divisions in our business, and 

represents a conviction by the company 

about the long-term opportunities from 

online,” said van Rensburg.

“It is the next step in our journey to 

build an advanced, convenient and simple 

omnichannel shopping experience for our 

clients. Later this year, we will launch a new 

online shopping website and an upgraded 

version of the Pick n Pay mobile app.”

Michael Cotterell, head of Pick n Pay 

Online, added: “We were encouraged by 

the performance of our dedicated online 

facility that was opened in Cape Town 18 

months ago. We experienced a significant 

acceleration in sales growth after the 

facility went live, and we are confident 

number of people are researching their 

health concerns and potential remedies 

online, even before seeking the advice 

of pharmacists. This trend is increasing 

consumers’ confidence in their ability to 

self-medicate. 

“We’ve seen a huge increase in spend on 

natural health products, complementary 

and alternative medicines. This is a clear 

indicator that consumers are looking 

to alternative ways to stay healthy and 

prevent expensive hospital visits,” says 

Bruce Dennison, president of the Health 

Products Association of South Africa 

(HPASA), a body that protects consumers 

against exploitation by unethical practices. 

Launched in 1976, the HPASA has long 

been at the forefront of the natural 

health products, nutritional dietary 

supplements and complementary and 

alternative medicines (CAMs) industries, 

and represents a broad spectrum of 

stakeholders, including manufacturers, 

wholesalers, distributors, retailers and 

practitioners. 

A contributing factor to this self-

medication trend may be South Africa’s 

rising unemployment figures, which 

increase the fear of job losses and make 

those lucky enough to be in employment 

reluctant to take time off work to visit the 

doctor. “This has notably benefited areas 

such as cough remedies and combination 

products in analgesics and cough, cold 

and allergy (hay fever) remedies,” says 

Dennison. 

Self-medication isn’t the only route 

out of poor health, however. “People are 

realising that their illnesses could be linked 

to their diet and they’re therefore starting 

to make smarter nutritional choices,” says 

Andrea du Plessis, nutritional expert at 

Vital Health Foods. She points out that 

heart disease and diabetes are just two 

illnesses that can be linked to unhealthy 

food choices. A change in diet could save 

consumers money as this could ultimately 

result in their spending less money in the 

doctor’s room. 

Other optional – and expensive – 

lifestyle habits, such as drinking alcohol 

and smoking, contribute to poor 

health. According to the World Health 

Organization, South Africa is one of the top 

20 biggest alcohol-drinking nations in the 

world, and the third biggest in Africa. With 

“sin taxes” on booze and cigarettes having 

increased this year, it makes all-round 

financial sense to quit both.
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WITH the durability of the renowned 

industrial PowerScan family, the 

PowerScan imager is now being 

introduced into the retail sector with  

a new series of readers.  

The PowerScan PD9500-RT imager is a 

corded scanner with rugged mechanics 

that guarantee reliable long-term operation 

in the retail sector. Repeated shocks at 

the POS checkout or outdoor usage do 

not inhibit the scanner’s performance 

or reliability, protecting the retailer’s 

investment. Plus, the IP65 rating further 

guarantees protection from damages 

caused by exposure to moisture.

The PowerScan Retail 9500 series is 

the first handheld scanner on the market 

capable of reading digital watermarks 

including Digimarc Barcodes. This 

application significantly reduces time at 

the checkout. Plus, product packaging that 

carries Digimarc Barcodes can connect 

mobile-enabled shoppers with additional 

product information, special offers, 

recommendations, reviews, social networks 

and more.

Outstanding results
Warehouses, logistic centres and 

manufacturing plants depend on speed 

and reliability when managing goods and 

tracking merchandise in order to improve 

efficiency while reducing costs. Therefore, 

Datalogic’s PowerScan PD9500 area imager, 

the latest generation of rugged 2D area 

imagers, is the perfect answer for these 

applications. 

The target of the PowerScan 9500 family 

is an intuitive and effortless scanning 

experience. 

It combines omnidirectional reading 

capabilities, which is typical in all area 

imaging scanners, with outstanding optical 

characteristics. 

The result is a scanner that’s able to 

read any kind of bar code, regardless of 

the orientation, from contact to over 1.0 

m, depending on the bar code resolution. 

In addition, the PowerScan PD9500 area 

imager includes Datalogic’s latest decoding 

software that guarantees snappy reading in 

any type of environment. Aim, trigger, and 

decode: it is that simple! 

Fit for purpose design
User comfort is guaranteed because of 

the scanner ergonomics, consisting of 

the handle shape, a well-balanced weight 

and an intuitive aiming system, allowing 

the highest first-pass reading rate while 

reducing unnatural wrist movement or 

rotation which can tire any user during 

long shifts. 

Additionally, the PowerScan 9500 

area imager uses a soft-pulsed white 

illumination light resulting in reduced 

flashes, which is very gentle on the eyes 

and less troublesome to the operator 

during scan-intensive applications. 

The PowerScan PD9500 area imager 

is available in two different models 

to meet the specific needs of each 

customer. The PD9530 model is geared 

towards customers needing high reading 

performance and speed on standard 

resolution codes. The PD9530-HP (High 

Performance) model is more versatile 

because of the advanced optics that 

combine high resolution bar code reading 

capability (up to 2.5 mils for linear codes) 

and wide angle image capture (A4 image 

size @ 25cm), while maintaining an 

exceptional depth-of-field.

The PowerScan 9500 Retail guarantees reliable long-term operation in any retail environment.

PRODUCT UPDATE

Datalogic PowerScan 9500 Retail,  
the high-end retail check-out solution

Available in South Africa from Kemtek Imaging Systems,  
the PowerScan Retail series is for users who want to incorporate 
the durability of PowerScan imagers into a retail environment. 

For more information, contact 0861 KEMTEK, or visit www.kemtek.co.za
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n Bottom-end Retail n Export 
n Forecourts n On-consumption 
n Top-end retail n Wholesale

Where people buy drinking yoghurt

38,3%

2,5%

2,8%2,3%

42,5%

11,3%

some players 
downsizing their pack 
sizes to between 
250ml and 350ml, 
which translated into 
a higher rand-per-
litre cost for the 
smaller variants. 

A shortage of raw 
materials caused by 
the drought may 
have also contributed 
to the growth in 
average price. The 
players that imported 
their raw materials 
suffered when the 
value of the rand 
dropped, as this was 
done at an above-
average price, cutting 
into their margins. 

It is believed 
that this category, 
like other food and 
beverage products, 
was affected by low 
consumer spending, 
as well as limited 
supply of raw 

materials. 

Consumers are believed to be spending 

less money on products that they consider 

non-staple as their household debt ratio 

remains  

high and the economic outlook remains

negative. The low spending trend is 

expected to affect the drinking yoghurt 

category in the short to medium term.

The product is distributed mainly 

through the top-end and bottom-end retail 

channels, collectively accounting for 80,8% 

of the total volume sold in 2016. 

These outlets are characterised by strong 

marketing and promotional activities. Print, 

in-store display, radio and television are 

some of the mediums used for promotional 

and marketing activities in order to attract 

more customers and keep drinking yoghurt 

brands top-of-mind.

Export volumes showed the highest 

relative growth rate compared to other 

channels for 2016. It is thought that this 

was due to favourable export conditions 

created by the lower rand value, as well as 

growing category demand in neighbouring 

African states. The local drinking yoghurt 

market is fairly competitive, and producers 

are actively looking for alternative markets

Market growth for 
drinking yoghurt
Recent findings released by BMi 

Research have shown that the volume 

and value of drinking yoghurt continued 

to grow in 2016, congruent with the 

historical trend of the category. 

Gauteng region accounted for more than 

a third of the total volume sold in 2016, 

followed by the Western Cape and then 

KwaZulu-Natal. Most of the major national 

players are situated in these three major 

regions, thus there may be a natural supply 

skew to these regions.

The average Consumer Price Index 

(CPI) was 6,4% during the year under 

consideration (2016), and is quite close to 

the annual increase in drinking-yoghurt 

pricing. 

It is believed that the price increase in 

2016 may have been underpinned by
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Regional distribution

n Eastern Cape n Export n Free State 
n Gauteng n KwaZulu-Natal 
n Limpopo n Mpumalanga 

n Northern Cape n North West 
n Western Cape

10,7%

2,5%

4,6%

37,7%
11,9%

4,9%

8,2%
0,6%

2,2%

16,6%

DRINKING
YOGHURT
 is not as coagulated as 

yoghurt, but rather has a 

SMOOTHER 
and more LIQUID-LIKE 

CONSISTENCYmaking 
it suitable for drinking

INDUSTRY NEWS ▲

to grow sales. It is believed that this 

combination of market factors all 

contributed to the raised export growth 

seen for 2016. 

The drinking yoghurt category uses 

predominantly rigid plastic bottles as 

the primary pack format. This format is 

dominated by HDPE and PET bottles, which 

took share from cartons, plastic tubs and 

sachets during 2016.

The category is expected to continue 

growing in the short to medium term 

as new markets are established and 

competition increases, lowering the average 

selling price and making drinking yoghurt  

a more attractive prospect for consumers.
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Tips when recruiting new staff 
By Hippo Zourides

The hackneyed phrase “My staff are my most valuable asset” 

is not spoken lightly by retailers who truly believe that they 

place the proper importance on this vital area of their business.

The process to secure this great asset starts at the time of 

recruiting personnel, no matter in which part of the store they may 

be working in.

Here are a few tips that may help you in securing the services of 

the best possible candidates.

1. Attitude first, aptitude later

Provided an applicant has the best attributes for the retail trade 

(willingness to work long hours, good health, a positive attitude, 

customer-oriented, a ready smile and so on) these should count 

in a large way when looking for new staff. You can teach someone 

how to slice meats or pack bread or merchandise a shelf, but it is 

very difficult to change the person’s personality to be a customer-

friendly asset.

2. Don’t interview, but have a conversation

After going through the usual scripted questions, guide the 

discussion into a conversation. Allow the prospect to speak for most 

of the time and just intervene with crucial points that will allow 

you to know more about his/her attitude to the work environment.

3. Check references

Always have a chat to the previous employers and ask probing 

questions about the individual’s performance or lack thereof. If you 

subscribe to services, such as EMPS, make enquiries about honesty 

and positive traits of the individual.

4. Service orientation

When recruiting staff, probe their reaction to various examples of 

customer service interactions (both easy and difficult to handle) 

to assess their personal initiative in this regard. Walk the sales 

floor with the prospective employee and test them on a variety of 

encounters.

5. Involve your team

Some stores have used their existing staff members to interact 

with a prospective employee as if he/she is a customer. The team’s 

feedback on the prospect’s reaction to various interactions can be 

taken into account when deciding on employing the person.

6. Take your time

Do not just recruit someone because he/she is one of the first to 

apply for the job. Dedicate enough time to the process and even 

if it takes a few days to decide, make sure your choice will be the 

best of the bunch. If need be, no one gets recruited unless you have 

found the right person for the job.

If everything else fails, remember Rule No. 1

▲
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The halal cosmetic industry is expected 

to be worth $52,2 billion by 2025 as stated 

by Grand View Research. 

Large brands such as Estée Lauder 

and Shiseido are working on being halal 

certified to cater to the growing market. 

In the interim, online platforms such as 

Prettysuci, MMA Bio and Saaf Skincare are 

selling a variety of cosmetics permissible 

for their clientele. Companies such as Orly 

are tapping into this industry segment 

with collaborations, such as the one with 

MuslimGirl.com to launch a nail polish 

collection titled #halalpaint.

Generation M are not just looking 

for visibility within industries, but 

representation from brands. This generation 

responds to products that match the 

Muslim values. We are seeing certain 

industries putting this into practice. The 

halal cruise, a first of its kind in Turkey, 

has no alcohol, gambling or pork products 

served on board. The Health Hijab is an 

online gym for woman wearing veils feeling 

uncomfortable working out at a gym with 

men. The digital sector is also catering to 

the segment with Alchemiya, also known 

as “Netflix for Muslims” currently caters 

to subscribers in 39 countries. There is an 

increase in apps that cater to teaching 

Islamic geometry called Iranian Puzzle, 

and Halal Gems that assists in seeking out 

Halal dining options wherever you are in 

the world.

The Pioneers
The hijabi, a nickname that is now viewed 

in a positive light refers to a young 

fashion-minded Muslim woman. Fashion 

bloggers and vloggers such as Dina Torkia, 

Zinah nur Sharif and Nabiilabee have 

created a following that sees an alternative 

perspective to young multicultural modern 

Muslim women. Getty Images have created

Meet Generation M
By Khumo Theko

Meet the generation of young Muslims 

who aim to change the world and its 

view on the Muslim religion. The faithful 

millennial Muslims, mainly female, 

are a hyper-diverse, multinational and 

cultural demographic with an affluent 

income status. In the book Generation 

M, author Shelina Janmohamed explores 

the growing segment of the tech-

savvy, influential and entrepreneurial 

generation who are proud of their 

identity as Muslims and are taking 

charge of their lives while demanding 

for brands and businesses to take note.

Why is it important?
Pew Research centre on religion and public 
life estimates that the world’s population is 
projected to grow by 35% in the next four 
decades. It further states that the Muslim 
community is expected to increase by 
73% from 1,6 billion in 2010 to 2,8 billion 
by 2050; making this the fastest growing 
population globally. Currently known as the 
Halal economy or Muslim pound in Europe, 
the Islamic global market will be worth $5 
trillion in 2020.

With the dawdling response to the grow-
ing Muslim middle class from industries, 
Generation M has harnessed their own 
businesses that fulfil their needs. This 
generation is conservative in their religious 
practice, while incorporating a modern 
approach to their lifestyle. They have kick-
started a global Muslim market with large 
multinational corporations and companies 
are seeing the growing potential.

What is the effect?
The halal brand continues to expand into 
various industries. Businesses need to keep 
in mind that simply placing a Halal logo on 
a product is not the beginning and end for 
catering to this segment. Events such as 
the London Muslim Lifestyle show, which 
debuted in 2016, are created to assist 
markets in operating within halal protocol. 

This can be seen with the growing 
demand for Halal cosmetics. L’Oreal 
Indonesia ensured that they were Halal-
compliant before launching their diversity-
focused campaign. Sunsilk has followed 
suit with its Fresh and Clean products 
specifically for hijab-wearing woman in 
Malaysia. 

their first batch of stock images that 

portray Muslim women in a modern, 

realistic light versus the one-dimensional 

depiction typically found on the internet. 

This is further seen with the launch of the 

Hijarbie, which is a Barbie in a hijab.

The fashion and cosmetic industries 

are paving the way for this influential 

generation – from the feature of the hijab 

wearing journalist Noor Tagouri in Playboy 

and the emergence of Muslim model 

Halima Aden who first appeared in the 

Yeezy Season 5 collection, to H&M being 

the first fashion brand to feature a hijab-

wearing model in their 2015 campaign. 

Indonesian designer Anniesa Hasibuan was 

the first designer to showcase an entire 

collection of models in hijabs at the New 

York fashion week 2016. We are also seeing 

high fashion brands such as DKNY, Dolce 

and Gabbana and Japanese Uniqlo creating 

modest collections to cater to Generation 

M. Nike recently unveiled its pro-hijab 

initiative with the global launch of the 

athletic gear to be available in 2018. Marks 

and Spencers’ burkinis sold out within days 

of launching in 2016.

Global hotspots
Malaysia is expected to be the global halal 

hub by 2020 with almost 4 500 companies 

with halal certification in the country. The 

government has taken a step further with 

the introduction of a halal entrepreneur 

development programme.

Japan has also taken the ranks of catering 

to Generation M mainly through tourism. 

The Taito ward currently has 17 restaurants 

with halal certification – a step up, as only 

restaurants serving Indian food were halal-

certified in the country. Last year, Syariah 

Hotel Fujisan was built to specifically cater 

to Muslims.

For more information, visit www.fluxtrends.co.za 
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This can result in stabilised, long-term 
leasing, and increased rentals are possible 
if large spaces are subdivided as smaller 
tenants in general pay higher rentals in 
comparison to tenants taking up big boxes, 
according to the Broll SA Retail Snapshot 
Q2: 2017. 

Other large national, international, 
as well as well-established independent 
retailers now have the opportunity to be 
located in prime locations where they 
previously may not have had a presence. 
Vacant premises could also be used as tem-
porary exhibition spaces to enable land-
lords to earn an income until a perma nent 
solution for the repurposing of this space is 
achieved, according to the snapshot.

Retail innovation
Retail executives at Broll Property Group 
say the closing down of big box retailers 
at some shopping centres is a cause for 
concern as it confirms the current tough 
trading market.

“Landlords need to become more 
proactive, focusing on tenant retention and 
flexible lease scenarios as well as improved 
customer service to retain their customers 
and retailers drawing feet to the centres,” 
says Wilna Savio, portfolio executive at 
Broll Property Group.

She explains that a number of 
retailers are currently struggling and as 
management teams, they are spending 
more time discussing leasing strategies 
with regards to tenant-mixes and centre 
improvements. They are also looking at

viable options for rent/space reduction, 

escalation rates and growth and are also 

exploring innovative leasing deals.

Following the restructuring of rental 

terms within some Broll managed shopping 

centres, reducing shop sizes to be more 

affordable, thereby improving trading 

densities, has given some struggling
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Learn all about the new rules of retail
The global retail industry is on the brink of a renaissance.

The on-demand economy has forced the entire offline retail supply chain to re-

evaluate how it works and what it offers.

The Trend Laboratory is designed to assist retailers understand the new rules of retail 

– and how to apply them to fast-track innovation and strategic sustainability.

The open event for the Flux Trends New Rules of Retail Laboratory will take place 

in Johannesburg on Wednesday, 13 September at 09h00 – 13h00. The venue is 10 

Bompas Road, Dunkeld West, Johannesburg and it costs R3 859per person (including 

VAT)

To more information, send an email connected@fluxtrends.co.za.

Innovation needed in SA shopping centres  
to drive tenant retention
With big box retailers closing down and leaving vacancies in their wake, some shopping  

centres across South Africa are starting to feel the pinch. According to Broll Property 

Group, however, these vacancies provide an opportunity for landlords to revitalise 

and improve a centre’s tenant-mix, thereby giving the centre a new lease on life.

retailers breathing space. Savio says this 
then creates new opportunities to relook 
at good performing retailers and to include 
value-add stores for bargain shoppers 
during tough economic times. 

Social media marketing
Savio says a number of centres have 
increased the reach of their marketing 
campaigns through the use of social 
media platforms such as Facebook, 
Instagram and Twitter to engage with 
customers. Marketing is often neglected, 
especially by smaller retailers such as the 
Moms and Pops. To this end, landlords 
have now identified various marketing 
campaigns such as digital online paid 
for advertisements to assist retailers in 
marketing their products and services, thus 
creating awareness and making them more 
accessible to the general public.

“We actively engage with existing 
tenants to determine the cause of their 
poor performance, however, tenants also 
need to invest back into their businesses 
and improve their service offerings in 
addition to increasing staff training in order 
to meet the demands of savvy customers 
who are currently cautious about what 
they spend on,” she adds. 
www.bizcommunity.co.za
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“clevaPAY is a payment solution for the 

unbanked lower LSM market who now have 

a smarter way to transact that is safe and 

convenient. Their money can now go that 

much further.”

The solution also appeals to up and 

coming entrepreneurs and business 

owners who are now able to accept 

cashless payments from their customers 

at a fraction of the price of traditional 

methods. They also don’t have to invest in 

technology or pay monthly fees.

Shoppers at Lifestyle Retail Stores and 

Big Save Supermarket stores located in 

areas such as Mabopane are among the 

first users, and the product was recently Big 

Save Mabopane.

clevaPAY  
Smart Mobile Money 
launched in  
South Africa
clevaPAY Smart Mobile Money, a new 

mobile-payment solution for the 

unbanked market, has just launched in 

South Africa.

The solution is safe, convenient and easy 

to use. Wallet holders can use their mobile 

phone to transfer money to friends and 

family, buy airtime and electricity, and pay 

accounts from any location.

The rollout has been accelerated in 

lower LSM regions where RTM and G-PAY, 

the companies behind the wallet, have 

strategic partnerships with large retail 

outlets and supermarkets. Wallet holders 

have additional reasons to use their mobile 

money at these grocery stores as they also 

receive clevaPAY rewards and rands off 

certain products every month.

Gert Scheepers, CEO of RTM, has been 

working on the project for many years and 

is excited to see the enthusiasm of people 

wanting to sign up for clevaPAY Mobile 

Money. 
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Shorter Down-time & 
Faster Up-time

Our team of FMCG & Retail Executives with  
hands-on functional experience is extremely well placed to source 

 quality candidates best suited for your executive roles.

Contact us today
Janet Kirkbride • 082 387 6694 • janet@kwhplacement.co.za

Cindy Hoffmann • 083 614 9962  • cindy@kwhplacement.co.za

Kevin Korb • 082 564 2041 • kevink@kwhplacement.co.za

Kevin Wynne • 082 330 4063 • kevinw@kwhplacement.co.za

Clive Hawkins • 082 857 7722 • clive@kwhplacement.co.za

www.kwhplacement .co.za

www.theworkingearth.com

Janet Kirkbride Clive HawkinsCindy Hoffmann Kevin Korb Kevin Wynne

ID Logistics invests  
in technology
ID Logistics South Africa, part of the 
global group that specialises in contract 
logistics, is currently implementing 
a new way of tracking the status of 
deliveries in real-time using mobile 
handheld devices. 

The optimisation programme is based on 
PLATO, which is a suite of enterprise-level 
planning software modules that provides 
superior transport management, route 
optimisation and resource utilisation. 

“It enables us to model complex 
transportation operations, including shift 
changes, external contractors, loading bays, 
variable stop times based on loading and 
offloading profiles and more. Its ability to 
interact with other systems, integrate with 
multiple tracking and GPS service providers 
ensures that we have total control of the 
logistics’ process – from start to the finish,” 
says Etienne Juillard, managing director of 
ID Logistics SA. 

ID Logistics is using ZENO online mobile 
software, which is an online web scheduler 
for same and next day planning of vehicles 
and deliveries, with built-in workflow 
management. 



At the end of 2016, IGD valued online 

grocery sales to have a 1,2% share of the 

Singaporean grocery market. Reflecting 

rapidly changing shopper habits in the 

region and increased investment in the 

online channel from retailers and suppliers, 

IGD is further forecasting online to take a 

4% share of Singapore’s grocery market by 

2020, with a compound annual growth rate 

of 39%.

Revealing the figures at the IGD RedMart 

Trade Briefing, held recently in Singapore, 

Nick Miles, IGD’s head of Asia-Pacific, said: 

“Singapore is hailing a new era of digital 

grocery retailing, driven by the entry of 

RedMart in 2011, Giant and Sheng Siong 

launching online grocery in 2013 and 

plenty of smaller start-up businesses also 

looking to grab a slice of the action.

“Shopper habits are changing rapidly 

in South East Asia and in a compact city 

such as Singapore, with its relatively 

affluent population, big expat community 

and high penetration of internet and 

smartphone usage, there are huge oppor-

tunities for online grocery to meet these 

evolving needs. To make the most of 

this opportunity, retailers and suppliers 

must work together to ensure they really 

understand online shoppers and can tailor 

experiences and products to suit their 

personal preferences.

“First, retailers are looking to improve 
the overall online experience, by getting 
the basics of search functions, favourites, 
images and information right for shoppers. 
At the same time, they’ll be aiming to 
make delivery options as convenient as 
possible, whether that’s through shorter 
timespan delivery slots or greater choice 
of click and collect points throughout the 
region. Our UK data shows that 80% of 
shoppers cite convenience as their number-
one reason for shopping online, and we 
would anticipate Singaporean shoppers to 
have a very similar mindset when heading 
online for their groceries.

“We also expect online grocery retailers 
in the region to encourage shopper loyalty 
through personalised offers and products, 
plus subscription models and delivery 
saver passes. On top of that, shoppers in 
the region are increasingly connected via 
mobile, so ensuring a seamless shopping 
experience no matter what device they 
are using will be critical. Coupled with 
an increased focus on using innovations 
such as voice-activated technology, 
virtual reality and robotics, we predict 
huge oppor tunities for those retailers and 
suppliers who really invest in making the 
online grocery channel work for them in 
Singapore.”

IGD is a training and research charity  
working in the food and grocery industry.

Show off your  
recycled products
The South African Plastics Recycling 
Organisation (SAPRO) is inviting entries 
to this year’s Best Recycled Product of 
the Year Awards.

This will be the 6th year that SAPRO, in 
partnership with Plastics|SA, will be hosting 
the prestigious competition. Whether they 
are designing packaging or pallets, shoes 
or shopping bags, this competition has 
demonstrated that there is no limitation 
to where and how recycled plastics can 
be used. Previous overall winners include 
the City of Cape Town and MPACT Plastic 
Containers with their Fifty/50 Wheelie 
Bin (2015), Unilever with its Sunlight 
Dishwashing bottle (2013), Lasher 
Tools with its Eco-Wheelbarrow (2012), 
Woolworths and Polypet with their 1,5 litre 
juice bottle (2011) and Tufflex Materials 
with its innovative railway sleeper made 
from mixed materials (2010).

Winners of this year’s competition will 
be announced at a gala dinner in Gauteng 
during Clean-Up and Recycle SA Week (11-
17 September 2017). There are five distinct 
product categories:

■ Products made from 100% post-
consumer recyclate

■ Products containing a percentage post-
consumer recyclate

■ Products made from recycled mixed 
materials

■ Novel and Artistic products – i.e. articles 
made from discarded plastics products

■ And for the first time, there is also a 
“New Ideas” category – anything that can 
be made from recycled materials. It does 
not have to be a product as yet, just the 
idea clearly explained on a poster, mock-
ups or a good explanation.
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IGD: Singapore  
online grocery sales  
to more than triple  
by 2020
Singapore’s online grocery market is set to triple in growth over the next three years, 

from S$130m (US$91m) to S$0,5bn (US$0,35bn) by 2020, according to brand-new 

forecasts unveiled today by international grocery research organisation IGD.

▲



Measure your losses
Every retailer spends most of his/her 

day doing whatever possible to increase 

sales. Turnover is the name of the game. 

Good sales can cover a multitude of sins 

in a retail business including shrinkage 

and the higher costs of trading.

One aspect that has eluded retailers over 
the years has been the unquantifiable 
loss of sales due to “out of stocks”. There 
is evidence that both manufacturer and 
retailer lose between 10% to 20% of their 
potential sales because the stock is “out of 
shelf” at the time required by the customer.

Typical processes that are followed 
include…

■ Walking the sales floor to look at shelf 
labels without stock (by the retailer or his 
staff)

■ Using services such as 8-day Inspek by 
Nielsen (by the manufacturer)

■ Relying on the shelf merchandiser (both 
retailer and manufacturer) 

All of the above processes require constant 
checking of shelf space and a record 
system of sorts that enables both retailer 
and manufacturer to replenish the missing 
stock. But the question is “How much sales 
have I potentially lost and for how long has 
this been happening?” The answer has been 
“No idea”.

Well, help is here at last!
Chris du Preez of The Last 50 Yards 
has come up with a solution named 
“Maxishelf”. “With the best will in the 
world, no retailer nor manufacturer can do 
justice to the above question by physical 
and/or visual means. They do not have the 
time, nor can they quantify the potential 
loss in turnover through physical means. 
The only way to achieve this objective is 
electronically and by using statistically-
proven methodology,” he says.

Chris, who has been in the FMCG 
manufacturing sector, became 
disenchanted with the lack of efficient 
feedback from his outsourced 
merchandising services company who 
could not quantify the loss of sales through 
“out of shelf” episodes. “Merchandisers try 
to do their job without any system-driven 
guidance” says Chris.

Having decided to find a solution to 
the problem, Chris found that various 
academics had done studies (in the US, 

Europe and the East) about the losses of 
turnover due to “out of shelf” moments 
and these averaged at 8,5% of total sales, 
but there were examples were lost sales 
exceeded 15% of the recorded month’s 
turnover. That figure is enough to wake up 
any retailer (or manufacturer)!

The process
The process starts by Maxishelf analysing 
previous trends. One year’s sales data is 
optimum but a few months can also yield 
good results. Sales data required is per Sku 
per day as recorded by the retailer’s point-
of-sale system.

 Says Chris “We can work with a month’s 
information to identify shelf absences. 
This is because, during this initial period, 
we set the bar for shelf absences high. 
However, the more data we have the 
better the results. As we build a database, 
Maxishelf takes into account factors such 
as price, day of the week, month, holidays 
and starts delivering extremely precise 
loss calculations for each store/product 
calculation.”

The initial bulk data files are transmitted 
in CSV format and the daily sales files 
are sent in Excel format. The process was 
designed to minimise the work required by 
the retailer. In most cases, the process can 
be automated with the assistance of the IT 
department’s cooperation.

The result
Within a day or two, the retailer and/
or manufacturer receive a set of simple 
reports that indicate

■ A “streak catcher” report that indicates 
actual and potential loss of sales if certain 
trends are not attended to forthwith

■ And simple graphs of key products 
indicating Zero or drastically reduced sales 
on crucial days of the month 

The recipient is then able to make urgent 
management decisions on individual Sku’s  
and manage the functions of the store 
manager or floor supervisor or merchan-
dising team (in-house or outsourced).

Chris believes that anybody 
involved in the FMCG market be they 
manufacturers, wholesalers, distributors, 
DC’s, merchandising service companies or 
retailers (both corporate and independents) 
are able to benefit from the service as the 
reporting system is tailor-made to each 

client’s needs.

For further information contact Chris du Preez  
at 074 997 7922 or analyst@maxishelf.com
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Boost retail sales 
and broaden your 

margins!

Keep your finger on the 
pulse with Maxishelf. 

Contact us for a 
free three-month trial 

and get ready to 
watch those sales 

grow!

Visit 
www.thelast50yards.co.za 

or contact us on 
info@thelast50yards.com 

Maxishelf is a revolutionary 
data analysis tool designed 

specifically to help retailers fix  
these problems fast.

It’s proven, 
it’s easy to implement 

and it doesn’t require any 
additional investment

Maxishelf uses your data  
and scientifically generates a daily 

report to highlight gaps in your  
on-shelf availability.

You can access reports on  
stores from any location at any 

time and immediately take remedial 
action to win the sales race in  

the last 50 yards.

Did you know 
that in South Africa,

retailers and manufacturers 
lose between 6% and 22% 

of their sales due to 
out-of-stock problems?

In most cases, when customers  
are annoyed by your empty 

shelves, extra stock is sitting in  
your storeroom or warehouse.



their actions are quickly realised. The power 

of experiential learning makes these lessons 

stick.”

He said all participants in this – the 

seventh – Fresh Connection final can look 

forward to a demanding but enjoyable 

day at a stylish venue in Lisbon on 

28 September. 

SA’s best take on  
the world in global 
supply chain challenge
A team of four supply chain 

management professionals from South 

African aviation industry supplier 

Aerosud Aviation will take the hopes of 

Africa to a global industry competition 

in Lisbon, Portugal in September.

The group recently took the number-one 

spot in the international pool of the Fresh 

Connection Global Challenge, a supply-

chain management simulation game in 

which teams compete online to save  

a virtual fruit juice company from financial 

ruin. Members of each team choose 

a particular discipline – supply chain, 

operations, sales and purchasing – and 

together they make strategic and tactical 

choices that affect their success.

Created and managed by Netherlands-

based supply chain learning specialists 

Inchainge, the simulation generates results 

that are analysed by sophisticated software 

at the end of each round, to calculate the 

effects of each teams’ decisions and to rank 

their positions.

Aerosud Aviation was up against teams 

from other parts of the continent and 

elsewhere in the world. When they get to 

Lisbon, the team of Andre Tustin, Lee-Anne 

Slabbert, Ofhani Magabe and Eugene Nel 

will face the winners from the US pool, the 

Russian pool and the Dutch pool, among 

others.

“We were very surprised and extremely 

pleased to hear that we had won our round 

and would be competing in the global 

final,” said Tustin, who manages supply-

chain synchronisation and continuous 

improvement at Aerosud Aviation. “This was 

the first time we had participated – and 

found it challenging but also good fun and 

a real learning experience.

Inchainge director Hans Kremer says that 

the Fresh Connection is really a hands-

on training tool, focused on aligning the 

different functional units of a business at 

the strategic and tactical level. 
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Leading trade fairs, exhibitions and events of 
interest to supermarkets and their suppliers

DIARY 

For more information on these and other events, go to www.supermarket.co.za 
(Trade Fairs & Events) or contact us on (011) 728-7006

NATIONAL 2017
3 September  South Africa Association for Food Science & Technology 
CAPE ToWN Congress & Exhibition
  The theme of the congress, “A hunger for change: innovations, 

solutions and emerging technologies” will form a framework to 
explore solutions to the many challenges that food professionals 
face in the mission to provide a sustainable supply of safe, satisfying 
and healthy food. 

13 September  International Sourcing Fair
JoHANNESBuRg  The first edition of the International Sourcing Fair (ISF) – reaching 

African markets in home, hospitality, office and retail. This landmark 
three-day event is set to transform the face of buying across Africa, 
as the continent’s increasingly sophisticated consumer culture 
continues to accelerate unprecedented economic growth. 

13 September  Africa Print Expo
JoHANNESBuRg  The Africa Print Expo will be a showcase for the entire digital 

print process and will feature from sheetfed A3 machines up to 
grand format digital equipment and will include both suppliers 
and manufacturers of commercial and digital printers, finishing 
equipment, software, media and consumables.
International 

INTERNATIONAL 2017
11 September  Drinktec
MuNCHEN  There are many good reasons to visit drinktec. This is the place 

where the roadmap for the comings years is decided. You can 
glimpse the future of your industry here. drinktec drives business 
and innovation, it is success-oriented, pragmatic and dynamic. It 
connects the worldwide sector.

19 September  Process Expo
CHICAgo  At Process Expo, you will find the largest collection of processing and 

packaging equipment manufacturers dedicated strictly to the food 
industry; New equipment and the latest technology in food and 
beverage processing and packaging;; Education from prominent 
university experts focusing on the critical issues you face in your 
business; Food Safety experts waiting to assist you with the 
challenges you face in your business; and the most efficient use of 
your time, meeting face to face with the industry’s top suppliers all 
in one trip.

21 September  lunch!
LoNDoN lunch! is the uK’s multi-award-winning trade show for the food-to-go 

industry that attracts over 6 000 trade buyers to source the very 
latest innovative products, keep up with industry developments and 
network.

“Perhaps one of the most difficult tasks 

in business is for people to align their tasks 

with those of their colleagues in other 

‘silos’ of the organisation,” said Kremer. 

“This simulation game not only gets 

participants to do that more effectively, but 

allows them to practice doing this in a safe 

environment where the consequences of



HEAD OFFICE - CAPE TOWN
Tel: +27 (21) 937 7123
Fax: +27 (21) 937 7177
ctsales@capegate.co.za

DURBAN
Tel: +27 (31) 709 2670
Fax: +27 (31) 709 2668
vincentr@capegate.co.za

PORT ELIZABETH
Tel: +27 (41) 486 2538
Fax: +27 (41) 486 2532
progwire@capegate.co.za

JOHANNESBURG
Tel: +27 (11) 483 8541
Fax: +27 (11) 339 5187

vanie@capegate.co.za

MOVING GOODS EFFICIENTLY
from Warehouse to Till Point

QUALITY WIRE PRODUCTS SINCE 1929  •  100% SOUTH AFRICAN

Cape Gate manufactures a wide range of quality materials handling and shopping 
trolleys designed to move stock with maximum efficiency from the distribution centre 

to the shop floor, and finally from the shelf to the till point. A complete range that 
meets the needs of today’s retailer from bulk handling units to a variety of 

shopping trolleys that are specifically designed to meet particular store profiles. 

160L 
Duplex Shopper

Shopping Trolleys 
180L & 210L

85L 
Galaxy

Merchandising 
Trolley

Heavy Duty 
Flat-Bed Trolley

Flexi-Shopper & 
Flexi-Shopper Deluxe

Mini-Shopper
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